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ABSTRACT

Floating boom structures are installed in bodies of water to protect sensitive and/or

dangerous areas from floating ice, debris, and boaters. Manitoba Hydro has many of these

structures located at va¡ious locations in Manitoba. However, two of their structures were

not operating properly. They were submerging or behaving erratically under high velocity

conditions.

This problem was addressed in two ways. Fi¡st, the behaviour ofthe floating boom

sticks was analyzed based on theory extrapolated from classical fluid mechanics. Various

assumptions in the theory required empirical measu¡es for confirmation. This was the

physical modelling phase of the research. The objective was to simulate the conditions

that caused the floating boorn sticks to submerge in the field and confirm the theoretical

development phase of the research.

The conditions that occu¡red in the field were simulated in the laboratory and the

results indicate that classical fluid mechanics can be extrapolated to analyze the behaviour

of the floating boorn sticks. However, some of the assumptions that were made in the

physical modelling phase turned out to be inco¡rect once the test results were analyzed.

Fulther study is required to better understand the interaction between the physical

characteristics of the floating boom sticks and the hydrodynamic forces.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of the research presented in this thesis is to document the

examinatiorr of the behaviour of floating boom sticks under hydrodynamic conditions. The

results of the research are used to compose a series of guidelines to be used in the design

of future floating boorn sticks under hydrodynamic conditions.

Floating boom structures are structures that are installed in bodies of water such

as rivers or dam forebays to keep boaters, ice, and debris out of certain areas. There are

three types offloating boom structures; ice, safety, and trash booms. As the names intply,

ice booms restrain ice, safety booms prevent access to dangerous and/or sensitive a¡eas

from swimmers o¡ boaters, and trash booms restrain debris. Floating boom structures

usually consist of individual sticks connected either end to end in series or in parallel to

a main cable spanning the body of water.

The incentive for initiating the research was that Manitoba Hydro observed the

erratic behaviour of certain floating boorn structures. One such structure was an ice boom

that currently operates in the forebay of the Jenpeg generating station. The Jenpeg

generating station is located on the Nelson River approxim ately 65 km. north of Lake

Winnipeg. It is the first generating station on the Nelson River and discharges 52,000 cfs

on average. Tlle ice boom is located in the forebay as illustrated in Figure 1.

' The optimal location of the ice boom was based on physical modelling of the ice

retention process of the ice boom in various locations on a scaled model of the Jenpeg

forebay. Once the location was determined, the ice boom was installed in October, 1988.

The ice boom consists of2-11 boorn stick sections and 1-10 boom stick section with a
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Figure 1 : I¡cation of lce Boom at .Þnpeg Generating Station

totâl span of 1249'. The ice boom was installed to stop movement of ice that is generated

upstream of Jenpeg.



Upstream of Jenpeg, large amounts of frazil ice are generated during freeze-up

conditions in early November. The frazil ice coagulate and float downstream to the

generating station as floating ice pans. Once the ice reaches the generating station, it

would get drawn down into the t¡ash racks and reduce the discharge through the

generating station. In order for the blockages to be removed, the generating units that are

affected would have to be shut down, resulting in a loss in generating power.

The objective of designing an ice boom is to simulate the leading edge of a stable

ice cover which will retain the floating ice pans. However, it was observed that a section

of 4 to 5 ice boom sticks were subrnerging under open flow conditions. The affected ice

boom sticks are located near the left bank boom anchor location and are illustrated in

Figure 2. This picture depicts the submergence of 4 to 5 ice boom sticks on October 23

1990. The flow in the picture is from right to left. The location of the submerged ice

boom sticks correspond to the section of the forebay with the highest surface velocity. As

a result, the frazil ice pans could not be contained by the ice boom and become lodged

in the trash racks of the generating station,during freeze-up conditions.

Another floating boom structure that was behaving erratically was a safety boorn

that was installed in the tailrace section of the Grand Rapids generating station. Grand

Rapids is a hydroelectric generating station operated by Manitoba Hydro and is located

on the Little Saskatchewan River, approximately 4 km ìrpstream of the outlet to Lake

Winnipeg.

The tailrace region of Grand Rapids is kñown by fishermen to contain large

population of fish. The fishermen would t¡avel up the tailrace to the gelìerating station

and anchor their boats to fish, Usually, the fishermen would anchor their boats near the

outlets of generating units that were off-line. However, the operator at Grand Rapids





were constructed out of fibre-reinforce plastic (FRP) with a polyurethane foam core to

prevent waterlogging. The purpose of the safety booms was to act as a physical barrier

to prevent boaters f¡om entering the tail¡ace. As long as the safety boom was visible, it

would act as arr effective barrier to the boaters.

Unfortunately, the safety boorn did not perform as expected by Manitoba Hydro.

Instead of the safety boom floating on the tailrace, it would oscillate violently in the

vertical direction. As a result, boaters could ram the safety boom sticks and pass overtop

of them and proceed upstream to fish. Manitoba Hydro decided to remove the safety

boom and install it in another location since it was ineffective in preventing boaters from

entering the tailrace.

The behaviour of the ice and safety booms were addressed in two ways. The first

approach involved the use of physical modelling to understand the dominant

hydrodynamic forces which act on the ice and safety booms. The results of the physical

modelling were reinforced with the theoretical development of the behaviour of the ice

and safety booms based on classical fluid mechanics. A series of guidelines was

developed to benefit Manitoba Hydro in the design of futu¡e floating boom structures in

high velocity conditions. The guidelines we¡e based on the results of the physical

modelling of the floating boom sticks,

The documentation of the research follows the format described below. Chapter

2 examined the literary database fo¡ a¡ticles related to the behaviour of floating boom

structures. The literature that was accumulated was used to develop the theoretical

background regarding the behaviour of the ice and safety booms in Chapter 3. Chapter

4 discussed the testing program that was developed to investigate the behaviour ofthe ice

and safety boom sticks. The results of the testing program was chronicled and analyzed



in Chapter 5 to fo¡rnalize the theoretical development phase of the thesis. To apply the

thesis to practical situations, a series of design guidelines was developed in Chapter 6 l

ConclusionsontheresearcIrdoneandrecommendationsforfutureworkwasdocumented

in Chapter 7.



2. LITERATURE RESEARCH

The literary research of floating boom structures involved soliciting information

from private and governmental agencies in the U.S. and Canada that operate floating

boom structures and searching the literary database. The rationality of contacting the

private and governmental agencies is to investigate common practices used in the design,

installation and operation of floating boom structures, searching for instances where these

boom structures submerged or did not behave properly under high velocity conditions. In

the literary database, any articles involving theoretical research on floating boom

structures were documented. The literature that \¡/as accumulated is subdivided into the

following categories: 1) theoretical literature and 2) case studies.

2.1 TMORETICAL LITERATURE

2.1.1 Ice booms

. 
Theoretical analysis of ice booms has been limited to modelling ice jams and

predicting the ice forces which act on ice booms. Researching ice forces began in the

U.S.S.R. (Petrunitchen and Mamaieff, 1914; Proskuriakoff, 1941; and Zubov, 1935). Their

research came to the conclusion that the total thrust exerted by the ice sheet must be

transferred directly to the hydraulic structure (ie. ice boom). However, Latyshenkoff

(1946) discovered that the total thrust exerted by an ice sheet on a hydraulic structure

does not increase indefinitely, but reaches a limiting value when the length of the ice

sheet upstream is 4 to 5 times the width of the field. It was not until 1958, when Kennedy

(1958) used the Janseen theory of grain elevators to prove that the limiting value of the



thrust on a boom holding wood logs occurs when the reaction of the shore equals the

incremental thrust due to accumulation of logs. Beccat (1959) applied this theory to the

accumulation of ice.

Pariset and Hausser (1961) demonstrated that another limiting factor in the total

thrust exerted by an ice sheet is the discharge under the sheet. A limiting value for the

discharge, when exceeded, causes the ice sheet to become unstable. B. Michel (1965) used

this theory to develop equations for the hydrodynamic force on the front edge of an ice

cover, the tangential force due the weight of the cove¡ and the force due to the flow of

wind and water on an ice cover.

Uzuner and Kennedy (1976) developed a mathematical model for predicting the

velocity at the leading edge of the ice jam, the streamwise distribution of the flow, the

water depth and ice jam thickness, the normal and shear stresses in the ice jam and the

time required for the jam to reach equilibrium. Spyridon Beltaos (1983) reviewed the

theory of ice jams and developed two methods for analyzing ice jams, the first method

is based on dimensionless equations relating icejam characteristics and the second method

compensates for the lack of knowledge of the thickness of ice jams by introducing a

relationship between the hydraulic roughness of the ice jam and the jam's thickness.

2.1.2 Safety Booms

Safety booms consist of cylindrical sections or pontoon style sections chained to

a main cable that is anchored to the shoreline. Since safety booms are not required to

withstand large forces, safety booms are constructed out of timber or a high density

polyethylene shell ( HDP ) with a expandable u¡ethane foam interior to maintain water

tightness.



There has not been any theoretical research into the behaviour of safety boom

sticks ( ie. cylindrical sections ) in open flow conditions. The design criteria for safety

booms is that as long as the safety boom is visible, it is an impediment to boaters and

swimmers,

2.1.3 Trash Booms

Extensive research has been undertaken by various agencies to analyze the forces

acting on the trash held by trash booms. Kennedy (1957) investigated the forces acting

on pulpwood as it is transported to the mill yard. The intent was to develop methods for

calculating the total force exerted by the water on the pulpwood held by the boom.

. This research was extended by Kennedy (1965) to investigate methods of

protecting holding grounds f¡om the accumulation of ice. The methods involve injecting

air bubbles into the water to deliver warm wate¡ to the su¡face to dissipate the ice.

Kennedy developed methods for predicting the wave characteristics for an area which

would be used to design breakwater structures to protect the logs held by the holding

booms.

2.2 CURRENT PRACTICE

2.2.I Ice Booms

Case studies of ice booms have been limited to the performance and/or feasibility

of ice booms at certain locations. Extensive research has been undertaken on the

performance of ice booms operating in the Great Lakes region. Bryce (1968) discussed

the remedial measures taken to initiate a stable ice cover on the Niagara River near Lake

E¡ie and on the St. Lawrence River between Cardinal, Ontario and Ogdensburg, New



York. The region is prone to ice jams due to the accumulation of frazil ice generated in

fast flowing reaches of both rivers upstream. The objective was to flrnd the optimal

location of ice booms in the fast reaches to control the frazil ice growth. His research

involved extensive field measurements and information from large scale models of the

areas to determine the optimal location for the ice booms. Perham (1974) studied the same

ice booms near Cardinal, Ontario to determine the ice forces generated on the ice booms

and the natural phenomenon causing these forces.

Uzuner, Peter, and Robb (1976) studied the ice forces on a navigable ice boom

installed at Copeland Cut in the Wiley-Donden Canal near Massena, New York to test the

feasibility of winter navigation through an ice boom. A model study of the St. Mary's

River was undertaken by Cowley, Hayden, and Willis (1917) to develop an arrangement

of ice booms with an open ship passage which would not impede traffic. The optimal

location was decided based on the model tests.

. One report dealt with appraising the performance of an ice boom installed on the

Allegheny River upstream of the confluence with Oil Creek at Oil City, Pennsylvania by

Deck and Gooch (1984). The objective of the ice boom was to initiate a stable ice cover

to decrease the generation of frazil ice. The report dealt with the performance of the ice

boom after operating for one winter. The study reported that the ice boom operated

satisfactory but stated that the floating characteristics of the pontoons were inadequate for

accumulating ice rapidly. Deck and Gooch suggested that either the pontoons increase in

size or increase the numbe¡ of pontoons to support the structure..

Another report dealt with studying the feasibility of installing an ice boom on the

Salmon River, near Salmon, Idaho by Axelson et.al., (1990). The city was experiencing

severe ice jams caused by the accumulation of frazil ice generated upstream. The report
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recommended that a weir be constructed to raise the water level in the river to decrease

the stream velocity and install an ice boom to initate a stable ice cover. The formation of

natural occurring ice jams were studied at the proposed location ofthe ice boom to gauge

the potential effectiveness of the ice boom.

As was mentioned earlier, ice booms usually consist of timber or steel sections

chained to a main cable anchored to the shoreline. The ice booms simulate the leading

edge of an ice cover. However, Calkin ( 1990 ) has developed a new concept for ice

control, longiftrdinal ice conlrol slÌltcturcs. Basically, the ice boom sticks are aligned

parallel to the flow, effectively reducing the width of the channel. Since the ice boom

sticks are aligned parallel to the shoreline, the vertical surfaces of the boom sticks will

support the load transmitted by the ice. With the additional support, the thickness of the

ice cover is decreased at equilibrium which results in a lower stage level upstream of the

ice cover.

2,2.2 Safety Booms

The only investigation of safety boom designs was undertaken by the U.S. Bureau

of Reclamation (Wahl, 1990). Currently, the Bureau of Reclamation uses timber boom

sticks due to their wide availability and ease of construction but recently, the cost of

replacing timber boom sticks has increased and their availability has decreased. The

purpose of lhe study was to investigate alternatives to the use of timber boom sticks for

safety booms and to appraise their potential for various Reclamation projects. The report

recommended man-made materials such as durable plastic, steel, aluminum, or fiberglass

can be used for constructing the shell with polyurethane foam core to increase floatation.
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2.2.3 Trash Booms

. Shawinigan Consultants (1982) investigated current practices ofCanadian and U.S.

utility companies in designing trash and log booms which resulted in the development of

a series of recommendations for determining the design loads and the selection of

materials and details for the t¡ash booms. The design loads dealt with estimating the

wind friction drag, wind form drag, water friction drag, water form drag and the force due

to gravity on the accumulated trash and the impact force of floating trash on the leading

edge of the accumulated trash. The design loads would be used to design the anchors and

the trash boom sticks. The report recommended that trash booms should not be located

in a high velocity area because the floating trash would tend to get pulled under the trash

boom.

Current practices for controlling floating debris were investigated by Perham

(1987) The objective of the report was to investigate current practices for controlling and

rernoving floating debris. The investigation involved soliciting various agencies to observe

floating debris control systems, literature searches, and a limited laboratory study. The

report did not uncover any situations where the trash booms submerged under high

velocity conditions or current practices used to alleviate the submergence of trash booms.

The Bureau of Reclarnation in the U.S. investigated alternatives to the use of

timber boom sticks for holding floating debris and assessed their feasibility for use in

various Reclamation projects, (Wahl, 1990). Timber sections had become increasingly

unavailable and expensive and alte¡natives were being sought to decrease replacement and

rnaintenance costs. The report recommended using trash booms fabricated out of steel

with a polyurethane foam core, or use boom sticks constructed of sawn lumber as

alternatives to timber boom sticks.
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2.3 CONCLUSION OF LITERATURE REVIEW

Soliciting information from government and private agencies and searching the

literary database has resulted in little info¡mation dealing with the performance offloating

boom structures subjected to high velocity conditions, The development of the theoretical

background for predicting the hydrodynamic characteristics of floating boom structures

will be based on analyzing the flow pattern around the floating boom structures using

ideal flow theory. Ideal flow theory assumes the fluid is incompressible, irrotational and

non-viscous. Theoretical analysis is presented in the following chapter.
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3. TIIEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

The velocity field around a floating boom structu¡e consists of two parts - the flow

field that contains the flow around the structure and the zone of separation immediately

adjacent to the structure.

The velocities in the zone of separation are associated with the vortices that are

generated there. These are extremely variable and give rise to rapid local turbulent

pressure variations. Analyzed over time, however, the piezometric level in the zone of

separation is constant and the pressure distribution hydrostatic.

In the flow field proper, the effect of fluid viscosity is small. The flow is in

contact with the solid boundary over a very small distance and the fluid resistance along

the zone of separation is also very small compared to the pressure forces, the gravity

forces and the inertia effects.

In the flow field, the flow can therefore be analyzed using ideal flow theory, Three

properties are characteristic of ideal fluid flow :

1. The energy level is constant between any two points

2. The Bernoulli's equation can be applied between any two points

3. The velocity distribution can be analyzed using a flow net.

These properties will be used in a theo¡etical analysis of the floating boom sticks.

The subsequent physical model analysis will show up any discrepancies due to the

simplifications. Two types of floating boom sticks will be analyzed, trapezoidal shaped
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ice boom sticks and cylindrrcally shaped safety boom sticks.

3.1 ICE BOOM STICKS

The objective of the analysis is : a) to theoretically predict the submergence

velocity for an ice boom stick and ; b) to calculate the drag force acting on the ice boorn

stick as a function of the free-stream velocity. Figure 3 illustrates the positions of an ice

boom stick under hydrostatic and hydrodynamic conditions.

Figure 3a) shows the position of the ice boom stick under hydrostatic conditions.

AH is the average free-board height of the ice boom stick. Since the velocity of the fluid

is zero, the piezometric surface anywhere in the fluid and also under the ice boom stick

coincides with the phreatic surface. The force counteracting the weight of the ice boom

stick is the buoyancy force which is equal to the weight of the volume of water displaced

by the boom stick.

Figure 3b) shows the flow field around the ice boom stick for a given free-stream

velocity Vo. As mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, the energy level throughout

the flow field is constant and is above the f¡ee-stream surface by the velocity headYo2/2g.

The flow net shows the velocity distribution in the flow field. The spacing between the

flow lines is inversely proportional to the magnitude of the velocity along the flow line.

As can be seen, the flow lines unde¡ the ice boom stick are closer together, resulting in

the velocity to be higher than the free-stream velocity. Along the flow line defining the

zone of separation, the velocity is V,.

The level at which the ice boom stick floats is determined by the piezometric level

in the zone of separation. The piezometric level is dete¡mined by the velocity along the

flow line defining the zone of separation. The piezometric level can be determined by
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Figure 3 : Position of lce Boom Stick under - a) hydrostatic and b) hydrodynamic
conditions

applying Bernoulli's equation between the free-stream surface and any point along the

flow line defining the zone of separation:

c-
4.1

/_ __ _z_,î/4

.úv?n^+-=n,+-"29'29
(3.1)

where ho and h¡ are the piezometric levels at the free-stream surface and under the ice

boom stick respectively. It is assumed that the piezometric level at any point along the

flow line defining the zone of separation is the same within the zone of separation
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because the velocities within the zone are essentially zero.

Since the velocity under the ice boom stick is greater than the free-stream velocity,

the piezometric level under the ice boom stick must be less than the piezometric level at

the free-stream surface. The total depth that the ice boom stick sinks is equal to the

difference in velocity head between the free-stream surface and the piezometric level

under the ice boom stick or :

where V" is the free-strearn velocity at submergence. The flow net indicates that the¡e is

a constant relationship between Vo and V,. If this relationship is :

ho_h.=0"=t#_

The ice boom stick totally submerges when d" = ÂH or

Vi-V:
ÁI1 = ' "

)o

V"

Substituting (3.4) into (3.3) results in ÁH to become :

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

^H=ÉØ2-Ð 
(s.s)

g2
where (n2 - 1,)/2 is the constant C,. The constant C, will depend on the shape of the

cross-section ofthe ice boom stick because the shape dictates how the flow line separates

from the ice boon stick which defines the increase in velocity under the ice boom stick.

In the case under investigation, there is a sharp angle so that the separation takes place

at this point. Empirical measurerÌtents are required to detennine the value of C, for a

given ice boom stick.
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The drag force which acts on the ice boom stick will be based on integrating the

pressure forces acting on an ice boom stick in the x-direction :

Fo = [p,cæ}dÁ,
s

" {[;'ú * pB,, - 
f,ov?]cæo,ae, (3.6)

w0dA,

where p, is the pressure acting on a differential area dA, with an orientation 0, with

respect to the x-axis as illustrated in Figure 4. z, is the elevation of point i with respect

to the free-stream surface.

Figure 4 : Diagr:uu of Pressures Acting on ar¡ Ice Boom Stick

The differential area is related to the projected area normal to the free-stream

direction by :
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(3.7)

where I is the projected a¡ea no¡mal to the free-stream direction and da, is the ratio of

the differential area to the total projected area.

Substituting (3,7) into (3.6) and reducing results in :

F" = +pv;efc,. !]¿ | þr'J (3.s)
-tÊ

where Fr"
g H¡o*

The value inside the b¡ackets represents the drag coefficient Co where C, and C,

are constants. The term with the Froude Number represents the effect of gravity on the

drag force. For a completely submerged object, only C, should be present. Equation (3.8)

indicates that gravity dominates the drag coefficient for very small free-stream velocities

because the Froude Number is very small. As the free-stream velocity increases,

gravitational effects become less significant and the drag coefficient is influenced more

by the value Cr. Empirical rneasurements are required to validate this assumption.

3.2 SAFETY BOOM STICKS

The objective of theoretically modelling the circle cylindrical safety boom sticks

is to predict the free-stream velocity at which the stick would start to oscillate violently.

The behaviour of cylindrical safety boom sticks under hydrodynamic conditions can be

compared to the behaviour to cylinders under hydrodynamic conditions in an unbounded

fluid.

dA.da,=i
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The flow pattern around a cylinder immersed in an ideal fluid is illustrated in

Figure 5. A particle of water travelling from A to B to C and to D must first decelerate

from point A to point B, resulting in an associated increase in pressure. At point B, the

velocity is zero and has the highest pressure. When the particle travels from B to C, it

must accelerate, resulting in a decrease in pressure. Since the highest velocity occurs at

C, this is the point of the lowest pressure. From C, the particle has sufficient momentum

to reach D and then accelerates f¡om D to point E. The resulting pressure distribution is

illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 5 : Ideal FIow A¡ound a Cylinder in a¡r Unbounded Fluid

The flow pattern of a real fluid is quite different from an ideal fluid due to the

development of a boundary layer along the surface of the object in which the flow is

subjected to fluid resistance. The flow pattern in a real-fluid around a cylinder is

illustrated in Figure 7. The flow pattern upstream of the cylinder is similar to the flow

pattern in Figure 5 except that close to the surface of the object, the surface resistance

reduces the velocity of water particles.

While in irrotational flow, the water particles will just have enough momentum

to travel to D. In the real-fluid, the velocity of particles next to the solid boundary is
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Figurr 6 : Pressure Dishibution Àr¡und a Cylinder - Ideal Flow

decreased due to resistance, so the particles can only travel a short distance to D before

stopping. Once the particles stop, they separate from the boundary, creating a zone of

separation. The point of separation depends on the roughness of the surface of the

cylinder and the viscosity of the fluid.

When separation occurs, there is a drastic change in pressure distribution around

the body. Within the zone of separation, the pressure is reduced and in combination with

the positive pressure at the front of the cylinder, a net force acting in the free-stream

direction is generated. This force is called the drag force. Since the velocity immediately

outside of the zone of separation is high in relation to the velocity within the zone, eddies

are generated and are periodically shed by the cylinder as in Figure 8. As can be seen,

eddies are shed alternately between the top and the bottom portion of the cylinder. This
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regular change in vortices also changes the pressure on the cylinder with consequent

periodicity. If resonance occurs between this periodicity and the natural vibration

frequency of the cylinder, then large movements may result.
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Floating safety boom sticks under hydrodynamic conditions are also subject to the

effect ofvortex shedding. However, there is a complex interaction between the movement

of the safety boom sticks and surface waves generated by the movement. Much better

instrumentation would have been needed to pursue this interaction phenomenon and the

result on the frequency and magnitude of the oscillation. Therefore, it was decided to

concentrate on the relationships between the physical characteristics of the cylindrical

safety boom sticks and the velocity at which large oscillations occurred which are :

1) diameter d
2) Iength I

3) density of the boom stick p"o

4) fluid density p
5) free-stream velocity Vo
6) gravity
7) method of anchoring the safety boom sticks

Chapter 4 discusses the testing programs developed for investigating trapezoidal

shaped ice boom sticks and circula¡ cylindrical safety boom sticks. The testing prog¡ams

attempt to verify the assumptions made in this chapte¡.



4. PHYSICAL MODELLING OF FLOATING BOOM STICKS

The objective of physically modelling the ice and safety boom sticks is to study

the hydrodynamic forces that we¡e discussed in Chapter 3. There are two objectives in

physically modelling the ice boom sticks. The first objective is to study the submergence

characteristics and the drag forces acting on the ice boom sticks. The second objective is

to study the pressure distribution around the ice boom sticks. The objective of physically

modelling the safety boorn sticks is to understand their interaction with the free-stream

velocity.

. Results frorn physical modelling have to be interpreted to represent results that

should occur in the field. Results that occur in the field are referred to as prototype

conditions while results that occur in the lab are called rnodel conditions. To interpret

laboratory results, two sets of c¡ite¡ia have to be met; l) geometric similitude and 2)

dynamic similitude.

The requirement of geometric similitude is that the prototype and the model must

be geornetrically sirnilar o¡:

l^ w^ d^

,='%=4=n'
(4.1)

where l,w,d are the length, width and depth dirnensions, the subscripts m and p denote

the variables associated with the model and prototype respectively, and n, is the length

scale or the scale ratro between the model and the prototype.

To achieve dynarnic similitude, the ratio of the physical forces acting on tlte model

to the forces acting on the prototype must be the same. There are three types of forces
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which act on the floating boom stick: a) F, which is the force of gravity: b) the pressure

force F" and: c) the viscosity force F". Since F" is dependent on the gravity and viscosity

forces, dynamic similitude can be achieved if the ratio of gravity forces and viscosity

forces are modelled,

To achieve dynamic similitude of gravity forces,

Fr^ = Fro (4.2)

the model F¡oude Nurnber must be the same as the prototype.

To achieve dynamic sirnilitude of viscous forces,

R"^ = R"o (4.3)

or the Reynold's Nurnber in the prototype must be the same as in the model.

Therefore, to achieve dynamic similitude, the Reynold's Number and the Froude

Number must be the same in the model and the prototype. Using the Froude number, the

velocity of the fluid in the nodel is related to the velocity of the prototype by:

(4.4)

and using the Reynolds number, the velocity of the fluid in the model becomes:

V^ = Vo'n, (4.5)

Comparing (4.4) and (4.5), the only way to achieve dynamic sirnilitude is if the

length scale is equal to 1, which is in most cases impractical due to geometric constraints

of the lab facility. Therefore, to achieve dynamic similitude, a decision needs to be made

about the predominant forces acting on the floating boom sticks.

I;
V^ = Vo'nf
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4,1 ICE BOOMS

Two types of tests were devised to study the ice boonr sticks. Each test was

designed based on the objectives of the testing program. The first test involves installing

scaled models of ice boom sticks in the flume and subject the specimens to a range of

velocities until the nodels were observed to submerge. As well, a load measuring device

was attached to the ice boom sticks to measure the drag forces acting on the models.

The second test involved measuring the pressure distribution around a frxed model

of an ice boom stick, The pressure measuretnents were used to estimate the submergence

velocity for the ice boom stick rnodels and compare the results to tlìe measured

submergence velocities in the previously mentioned test, For both tests, it was assumed

that boundary effects caused by the flume floor were minimal since the size of the ice

boom stick models with respect to the depth of water in the flume is small. Therefore, the

models should not adversely confine the flow of water under the models and artificially

increase the velocities.

As mentioned in Chapter l, Manitoba Hydro was motivated to initiate the project

because they were experiencing the erratic behaviour of one of their ice booms located

at Jenpeg. It has been observed that sectlons of the ice boom submerge under high

velocity conditions. Since the objective of the physical modelling is to investigate the

hydrodynamic forces acting on the ice boom sticks, the prototype conditions at Jenpeg

were modelled to provide the basis from which any test resulfs can be compared to verify

the methodology of the testing program.

A schematic of the Jenpeg ice boom stick is illustrated in Figure 9. The boorn

stick weighs 2380 lbs. and is connected to a 2Vz inclt diameter steel wire cable by two

five foot chain. According to Manitoba Hydro, the ice boom operates in approximately
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50 feet of water and the estimate of the submergence velocity of the effected section of

the ice boom is 1.4 m/s.

e4'
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Figure 9 : Schematic of Jenpeg lce Boom Stick

The estimate of the prototype submergence velocity was based on velocity and

sounding measurements taken in the Jenpeg forebay for the initial ice boom study.

Velocity measurements were taken at various points across the section of the forebay

where the ice boom was eventually located. The cross-section of the forebay was

subdivided into tributary areas, based on the locations of the measurement points. The

velocities and the measured forebay elevations at the points were used to calculate the
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discharges through the tributary areas. Knowing the total discharge through the generatìng

station at the time of the velocity measurements, the ratios of the discharges through the

tributary areas to the total discharge were calculated.

When the ice boom was observed to subrnerge, the discharge through the

generating station was recorded to be 75,979 cfs. Assuming the unit discharge to total

discharge ratios were constant with respect to the total discharge, the velocities along the

section of the forebay were calculated. The highest calculated velocity corresponded to

the location of the ice boom where the sticks submerged and this value was used as the

estimate of the submergence velocity of the Jenpeg ice boom stick.

Similitude requires that the physical characteristics of the prototype have to be

scaled down in the model. In terms of scaling the dimensions of the prototype in the

model, there are a number of limiting factors. The first factor is the size of the flurne

available to do the testing. The model must be short enough to fit inside the flume.

However, if the ice boom stick behaves like an infinitely long member, then the length

does not have to be scaled.

The Aspect Ratio Ar, which is equal to the ratio of the length of the prototype to

the width of the prototype, is used to measure the two-dimensionality of the ice boom

stick. If the Aspect Ratio > l, it implies that the flow will be nearly independent of the

transverse co-ordinate z, and two-dimensional flow theory can be used to model the

behaviour of the ice boom stick. The calculated Aspect Ratio for the Jenpeg ice boom

stick was 8, which is considered large enough to rnodel its behaviour using two-

dimensional flow theory.

The other limiting factor is scaling the prototype submergence velocity. The

maximum velocity generated in the flume will dictate the minimum length scale to model
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the submergence velocity. Since the length of the ice boom stick does not have to be

modelled, the width of the flun.re can be narrowed to increase the flow. Based on these

two constraints, a length scale of l/5 was chosen.

Similitude dictates that the weight of the prototype ice boom stick has to be scaled

down in the model. The weight scale nru, is equal to n,3 if the model behaves three-

dimensionally. However, as indicated by the Aspect Rafio, the Jenpeg prototype ice boom

stick can be analyzed using two-dirnensional flow theory. Therefore, nru = n,'. This means

that the weight of the model is based on the weight per unit length of the prototype ice

boom stick.

As was mentioned in the beginning of the cltapter, the physical modelling of the

ice boom sticks is attempting to fulfil two objectives. The first objective is to simulate the

hydrodynarnic forces acting on the ice boom stick models and measure the free-streatn

velocities at which the models submerge. This test is called the Velocity Submergence

Test (VST).

The other objective is to measu¡e the pressure distribution around fixed ice boom

stick models. The results are used to compare the estimate the submergence velocities for

the models in the VST to the neasured submergence velocities. This test is called the

Pressure Measurernent Test (PMT).

4.1.1 Velocity Submergence Test

The objective of the test is to study the behavrour of the ice boom stick models

in open flow conditions, The test will associate the hydrodynamic forces acting on the

models and the position of the rnodels to the free-stream velocities. Also, the test will

measure the free-stream velocities at which the models submerge.
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Two íce boom sticks were tested, the Jenpeg ice boom stick mentioned in the

previous section and an ice boom stick which was identical to the Jenpeg ice boom stick

except the height of the boom stick was increased by 6 inches. The reason for testing this

particular model is to study the influence of increasing the buoyancy ofthe ice boorn stick

on the submergence velocity. The model designations were JPO15 and JP021 respectively.

The length scale chosen for both models is l/5 and the models were 0.3937 m, long.

JPOl5 weighed 2.503 kg. and JP02l weighed 2.647 kg.

Since the prototype boom sticks were supported by a main cable, this type of

anchorirlg system was simulated in the model. The anchoring system to support the model

in the flume is illustrated in Figure 10. As can be seen, the suspension brackets are

adjustable to ensure the suspension cable is ho¡izontal, so as not to induce a vertical load

on the system. Nylon coated woven steel fishing line was used as the suspension lines

with fishing leaders to connect the lines to the main cable. The model chains equivalent

10 the prototype consisted of two 12" fishing leaders and the main prototype cable was

rnodelled as a % inch diameter steel wire cable. The boom stick models were constructed

out of plexiglass and given the correct model weights.

The suspension cable was connected to a load cell. The force measurements were

recorded from a st¡ain indicator that was calibrated to the load cell. Velocity

measurements were taken by a hand-held propeller velocity meter. The relevant

parameters investigated are illustrated in Figure i 1. The force that the load cell measured

is called Fnn and the drag force which acted on the cable due to the free-stream velocity

is Fo.. The angle of the model chain to the x-axis is $ and the angle of rotation of the

front face of the ice boom stick to the vertical axis is B.
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Figure 10 ! Diagråm of Velocity Submergence Test Model System

The load cells measured the drag force which acted on the model system. To

measure the drag force on the ice boom stick model, the drag force acting on the main

cable had to be known. However, it was not possible to physically measure the drag force

acting on the main cable. Therefore, the drag force on the cable was estimated based on

the drag force acting on a cylindrical object in an unbounded fluid. This provided a

reasonable estimate of the drag force since the main câble was not very large with respect

to the depth of water in the laboratory flume.

The angle 0 that the chain made with the x-axis was measured to analyze the free-

body diagram of the main cable. The horizontal component of the force in the chain is

the drag force acting on the ice boom stick model while the vertical component of the
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Figure 1l : Free-body Diagram of Ice Boom Stick Model

force in the chain equals the submerged weight of the main cable. The measured þ,s were

compared to the calculated $'s based on the analysis of the free-body diagram of the main

cable using the force measurements that were recorded.

The angle the front face of the ice boom stick models made with the vertical axis

was measured to calculate the horizontal projection of the wetted areas. The horizontal

projected areas were required to calculate the drag coefficients for the models.

Test procedures for each test run involved measuring the drag force on the model

system, photographing the boom stick cross-section against a transparent grid to measure

the angles $ and p, and the wetted depth of the front face, D,,.n, and measuring the free-

stream velocity using the velocity meter. Each model was subjected to free-stream

velocities ranging from 0.15 m/s until submergence, in increments of approximately 0.04 -





0.05 m/s. These test runs were repeated several times to minimize any systematic error

that may have occurred in the test procedures. The test results are tabulated in Appendix

A. Sample photographs of JPO15 and JP02l runs are illustrated in Figures 12 and 13.

In Figures 12 and 13, the water is flowing from right to left. The pictures'

perspective is from the side of the t¡ansparent section of the flume wall. As one can see

the transparent grid is situated such that the positions of the models can easily be

measured off the pictures. Each grrd is 1/10 of an inch.

4.1.2 Pressure Measurement Test

The objective of the test is to study the pressure distribution around the Jenpeg ice

boom stick cross-section in open flow conditions. The pressures that will be measured will

indicate the relationship between the pressure dist¡ibution and the shape of the ice boom

stick to the free-stream velocity. As well, the pressures will be used to calculate the

submergence velocities of the VST models and compare the values to the velocities that

were measured.

One type of model was tested, a l/5 scale replica of the Jenpeg boom stick which

was fixed into position in tlie flume. Pressure taps were inse¡ted into the front, back, and

bottom faces of the model along the centre line. A total of 12 taps were installed, three

in the front, 6 along the bottom, and three in the back. The pressure taps were zeroed with

respect to the free-stream surface which was kept constant. Three views of the model are

illustrated in Figures l4 to 16. Figure l4 shows the view of the front face upstream of the

rnodel. The tubes emanating froln the model are connected to the pressure taps inside

while the other end of the tubes are connected to standpipes where the water levels inside

are measured using point gages. Figure 15 displays the downstream view of the model
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Figurr 17 : Schematic of Pressurc Measu¡ement Test Model

To zero the point gages with respect to the free-stream surface, the model was

immersed in still water to the desired depth. The pressure taps inside the model

transmitted the corresponding water levels to the standpipes. Test runs involved subjecting

the model to free-stream velocities of various magnitudes, while maintaining free-stream

surface at a constant elevation. The velocities ranged from 0.1 m/s to 0.57 m/s in

increments of 0.04 m/s. For each test run for both model positions, the water levels in the

standpipes were measured and recorded. The results ofthe test runs for JPO1P and JP02P

are documented in Appendix B.
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4.2 SAFETY BOOMS

The objective of studying safety boont sticks is to understand the relationship

between the physical characte¡istics of cylindrical safety boom sticks with a circular cross-

section and magnitude of the free-stream velocity that causes the safety boom sticks to

oscillate. To achieve the objective, a test was developed to measure the velocity at which

oscillation occurs for various safety boom stick models. The measurements were used to

analyze the relevant physical parameters that influence the oscillation velocities of circular

cylindrical safety boom stick. The test is called the Oscillation Velocity Test.

4.2.I Oscillation Velocity Test

The objective of the Oscillation Velocity Test is to study the interaction between

the safety boom sticks and the free-strearn velocity. As mentioned in the previous chapter,

the oscillation of the safety boom sticks is a function of the diameter d and the length I

of the safety boom stick, the kinematic viscosity u, the density of the boom stick psB, the

density of the water p, the free-stream velocity Vo, and the force of gravity g.

To determine the nurnber of different models necessary to investigate the

relationship betweerr the point of oscillation and the paramete¡s mentioned above,

dimensional analysis is applied as in the case of analyzìrrg the pressure coefficient in

Chapter 3. Non-dirnensionalizing the parameters mentioned above results in the following

relationship:

(4.6)

where the first terrn is the ratio of the density of water to the density of the safety boom

oscillntion *ørW =(f;, Vod\

,,l
Vot

-:, -t
tlsd d
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stick, the second term is the Froude Number based on the diameter of the safety boom

stick and free-stream velocity Vo, the length-to-diameter ratio of the safety boom stick and

the Reynold's Number based on Vo and the diameter of the safety boom stick.

ûtto:hed io ftLrme

Êety boom i\odet

oncho.ed to F(u¡re €{oor

Side View o€ Fir^st Anchoring þlethod

f igurr lE : Side View of Fint Anchoring System

The range of Reynold's Numbers tested have little effect on the rate of shedding

ofvortices from the safety boom stick models. Therefore, it was decided to ignore viscous

effects.

It was decided to construct cylindrical models with L/D ratios from 1 to 5 in

increments of 0.5 with a diameter of 3". Models were made of styrofoam and sealed to

prevent water logging. Two types of foams were used, one with p = 1.0 lb/ft3, called

SB0l and the other with p = 1.5 lb/ft3, called 5802.

Circular cross-sectioned cylindrical safety boom sticks are usually anchored

individually to a main cable or connected in series. These two methods were reproduced
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in the laboratory. Two types of anchoring systems were used to support the models in the

flume - l) laterally supported at the ends of the models a¡rd 2) supported by cables

anchored upstream of the models.

Êtune wot(

Figure 19 : Downstrcam View of First Anchoring System

Figures 18 and 19 display the system where the safety boom models were

anchored laterally. Figure i8 displays the side view of the anchoring system while Figure

19 displays the downstream view of the anchoring system. The safety boom models were

supported by a stiff rod anchored to the cables at both ends which was tightened until the

slack was negligible. During test runs, the models were allowed to move in the vertical

direction but not in the direction of flow.

The second anchoring system is displayed in Figure 20. The safety boom models

were supported downstream ofthe anchoring system and the models' movements were not

turnbuckte to t¡ghten cobte

\..".1""1 *..0",
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Figure 20 : Second Anchoring System

restricted. As can be seen, the anchoring system is virtually identical to the anchoring

system used in the Velocity Submergence Test. The results of the testing are tabulated in

Appendix C.
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5. ANALYSN AND DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

The objective of physically modelling the ice and safety boom sticks is to

understand the interaction between the hydrodynamic forces and the physical

characteristics of the floating boom sticks. The conceptual design of the physical testing

program is based on the theoretical fo¡mulation phase in Chapter 3. There were three

main objectives : a) measure the cable force restraining an ice boom stick for a given

free-stream velocity; b) measure the submergence velocities for various ice boom stick

models and; c) measure the oscillation velocities of various circular cross-sectioned

cylindrical safety boom stick models. The theoretical formulation phase of the project

analyzed the behaviour of the ice and safety boom sticks based on classical fluid

mechanical theory. The purpose of this chapter is to link the objectives of the theoretical

development phase with those of the physical modelling phase,

5.1 ICE BOOMS

The ice boom sticks were modelled to analyze the forces that cause the

submergence of the sticks under high velocity conditions. To that end, two types of tests

were devised - the Velocity Submergence Test and the Pressure Measurement Test.

5.1.1 Velocity Submergence Test

The objectives of the vST are to observe the submergence characteristics of the

ice boom sticks, measure the drag forces and document the position of the boom sticks

under different flow conditions.
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An ice boom stick model subjected to increases in the free-stream velocity begins

to sink deeper under fhe free-stream surface. The model also generates a wave upstream

of the front face, and as the velocity increases, the wave increases in height. A point is

reached when the wave that develops in front of the model overtops the front face. This

is called the point of initial submergence. Figures 2l and 22 illustrate the positions of the

ice boom stick models JP015 and JP02l when they initially submerged.

As one can see, at this point, only the front face of the boom sticks is submerged

due to the waves that are generated. Also, Figure 2l and 22 indicate that the free-stream

surface upstream of the models is lower than the top edge of the front face and a portion

of the back face is above the free-stream su¡face downstream of the models.

As the free-stream velocities increases, the front and back faces submerges until

a point is reached when the entire boom stick models are below the free-surface, depicted

ih Figures 23 and 24. This is the point of final submergence. The submerged depths for

JPO15 and JP02l are different due to the oscillating effects of the models.

The observed values for both the initial and frnal submergence velocity for JPO15

and IPO2| are listed below:

Initial Submergence
Velocity

m/s

Final Submergence
Velocity

m/s

JPO15

JPO2l

0.51

060

0.6r

0.68
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The observed submergence velocity of the prototype Jenpeg ice boom stick the

field was approximately 1.4 m/s corresponding to 0.62 mls model velocity. This value

agrees with the observed final submergence velocity of JPOi5 at 0.60 m/s. Therefore, it

is reasonable to conclude that the model does properly simulate the prototype conditions

in this respect.

One of the assumptions made in chapter 3 was that the drag coefficient for an ice

boom stick would reach a limiting value for high Froude Number's. To validate this

assumption, the forces tlìat were measured for both models we¡e converted into their non-

dimensional fo¡m - the drag coefficient, As mentioned in Chapter 4, the force measured

by the load cell includes the drag force on the main cable as well as the drag force acting

on the ice boom stick model. Therefore, an estimate is made of the drag force acting on

the main cable using :

ro" = )PCoA-r"ft
(s.1)

where 4""0," is the projected area of the main cable. Estimating the drag coefficient to be

1,2 from Roberson and Crowe (1985), the drag force acting on the boom stick model is

equal to:

Fo=F^-3.0v: (s.2)

where Fn, is the measured force by the load cetl.

Applying (5.2) to the measurement results for JPOI5 and JP021, the drag force on

the ice boom stick models versus the free-stream velocities are illustrated in Figure 25.

The data plots seerns to illustrate a quadratic trend but further analysis is necessary.
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The data results were converted into their non-dimensional form; the drag forces

into drag coefficients and the f¡ee-stream velocities into Froude Numbers. The plots for

JPO15 and JP021 are illustrated in Figure 26.

For JP015, the drag coeffrcient decreases until the Froude Number is about 0.35

then levels off at a value of 1.8. As the Froude Number increases, there is more scatter

in the drag coefficient. For JP021, the drag coefficient decreases until the Froude Number

is 0.4, then increases again with the lowest drag coefficient being about 1.1. The plots

show that the test results for JPO15 suppo¡t the theory that the drag coefficient decreases

until a limiting value but the test results fo¡ JP021 do not contradict the theory yet do not

support it as well. There is too much scatter in the data for an accurate interpretation. The

test results indicate that some unknown condition(s) are not being taken into account

when analyzing the drag forces.

The initial hypothesis is based on the assumption that the proximity of the flume

floor would not influence the behaviour of the models. Ifthis was invalid, one may expect

some discrepancies in the test results. Therefore, the flume bottom is incorporated into the

analysis of the drag force using tlte momentum equation.

The momentum equation is applied to the control volume illustrated in Figure 27

to analy ze the test results. Here, Vo is the f¡ee-stream velocity, V is the velocity along the

streamline defining the zone of separation and V, is the average velocity crossing the

control volume at section 2, ÀH is the kinematic pressure head, d. is the initial wetted

depth of the front face, Dr."", is the depth of the front face when Vo is greater than 0, p,

and p, are the hydrostatic pressures actiltg on the control volume at section 1 and 2, and

Fn' is the force necessary to hold the ice boom stick in place. Summing the forces in the

x-direction must equal zero or:
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|rt?tt - |rúst - py,BVs(v2 - vo) - F^ = s (s.3)

Assumptions in analyzing (5.3) are that V" = 1.67.V0 from analyzing the test

results, ( ytz - y12 ) = ÃLI.Zy t and AH = C,.Vor/g. Substituting these values into (5.3) and

reducing yields:

F^=pBLyrrtçr-0,A7

I

I

--.--.t.---.----.

I

---1-------..} v¿

I

P.'-J--

-------Ã-¡.
_ _ -L-ll

or in dimensionless form
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F
Fn = =q-0.67 (s.s)

PBY,V?

F" should be constant with respect to the non-dimensional form of the depth of

submergence Dr,.",. The resulting graphs for JPO15 and JP021 are illustrated in Figure 28.

As can be seen, JP015 gave better results because there were more pictures to analyze

than JP021. The results for JPO15 indicate that F" is equal to approximately 0.15. There

is a bit of scatter because the original test did not incorporate the influence of the flume

floor, The data results for JP02l also indicate that F" is equal to 0.15. Using the value

of Fn to be 0.I5, Cr = 0.82. This value can be verified by analyzing the Pressure

Measurement Test results.

5.1.2 Pressure Measurement Test

There were two types of test runs, JPOlP and JP02P. The original purpose of the

test runs was to confi¡m the submergence velocities of the floating boom models. The

data that was accumulated for both tests are illustrated in Figures 29 and 30. Refer to

Figure 17 for pressure tap positions. The kinematic pressure distribution for the first six

points is highly correlated for both se¡ies of test runs. All three taps in the front show the

same kinematic pressure with respect to the free-stream velocity as does points 4 through

6. The front three taps indicate a positive kinematic pressure head for all free-stream

velocities which is to be expected since the velocities at the front of the model are

reduced as in the unbounded case of a flat plate analyzed in Chapter 3.

The back six taps show a high degree of scatter. One reason for this is that a

degree of mixing and turbulence within the zone of separation was observed for both test
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runs, resulting in the velocities to fluctuate. This would influence the pressure readings

because the velocities in the zone of separation would be measured by the pressure taps

along the underside of the model.

The pressure readings measured for points 4 to 9 will be used to calculate the

submergence velocities for JPO15 and JP021. The data results were made non-dimensional

by dividing the kinematic pressure head by the wetted depth of the front face and the

velocity was converted into the square of the Froude Numbe¡ using the height of the front

face of the model, which in this case is the same as the wetted height of the front face

of the model. Since the kinematic pressure head is a function of Bernoulli's equation, the

dimensionless relationship should be linear and take on the following form:

aH = c.Fr"
D¡o,,

(s.6)

The data are plotted in Figure 3 1. Analysis of the trend in the data confirms the

original assumption that the relationship should be linear. Applying regression analysis

to the data results in a slope of 0.844 for both test runs. This shows that the kinematic

Þressure head under the model is independent of the range of p's tested. The value of the

slope corresponds very well to the estimated value of Cr : 0.82 from the analysis of the

VST results. This reaffirms the hypothesis that the flume floor did influence the drag

force on the floating models.

Equation (5.6) can be used to estimate the submergence velocity for JPO15 and

JP021 by calculating the ÀH corresponding to the free-board that the floating boom

models have when the free-stream velocity is equal to 0. Using the free-board values for

JP015 and JP021, the estimated submergence velocities are 0.55 m/s for JPOI5 and 0.75

m/s for JP021.
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The range of submergence velocities for JP015 was between 0.506 m/s and 0.60

m/s. The PMT does corroborate this measurement since 0.55 m/s lies within this range.

One should note that when JPOl5 initially subrnerged, it was due to the overtopping of

the front face by a wave generated by the model. This is a somewhat subjective

interpretation of the initial submergence of the model. In the PMT, the pressure head was

measured with respect to the free-stream surface. This means the submergence velocity

that was calculated was the velocity at which point the elevation of the free-surface

corresponded with the top of the front face.

The zone of submergence for JP021 was between 0.61 m/s and 0.67 m/s, so the

PMT of 0.75 m/s overestimated the subrnergence velocity. The difference could again be

due to the wave effect. Another possible reason could be boundary effects caused by the

flume floor which were not originally anticipated and could influence the VST results.

5,2 SAFETY BOOM

The safety boom sticks were modelled to investigate the relationship between the

physical characteristics of the safety boom sticks and the free-stream velocities which

causes the safety boom sticks to oscillate. A test was devised to achieve this objective.

It was called the Oscillation Velocity Test.

5.2.1 Oscillation Velocity Test

The oscìllation velocity test investigated the relationship between the physical

parameters and the oscillation velocities of the safety boom sticks. The physical

parameters that were investigated were the length to diameter ratio and the density of the

safety boom sticks. As well, the method of anchoring the models were investigated. Two
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methods were used: a) anchored laterally to sides of the flume and; 2) anchored upstream

of the model. The results a¡e tabulated on the next page.

Some of the models did not yield meaningful results. The models with LID ratios

of 1.0, that were anchored using the second anchoring system, became highly unstable

under low velocity conditions and oscillated laterally. One possible reason could be that

the models were influence by edge effects due to their small aspect ratio.

First Anchoring
System

Second Anchoring
System

LlD

SBO] SBO2 SBOI SBO2

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

0.93

0.93

0.93

0.90

0.87

0.85

0.84

N,A.

N.A.

0.93

0.93

0.93

0.90

0.87

0.85

0.84

N.A.

N.A.

N.A

0.84

0.81

0.79

0.78

0.76

0.73

N.A.

N.A.

N.A

0.84

0.81

0.79

0.78

0.76

0.73

N.A.

N,A.

It was observed that there was a definite transition point from stability to

instability for each model. Just before a model would become unstable, it would start to

vibrate, but not at a definable frequency. As the velocity was increased slightly, the model
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would begin to oscillate. There is no difference in oscillation velocity between SB01 and

5802. The reason for this is that the volume of water displaced by both models is the

same for the same l/d ratios. Also, the buoyancy force is very large relative to the weight

of the models, so the specific gravity for both models is essentially the same. The type

of anchoring system greatly influenced the velocity at which oscillations began. The

measurement of the oscillation velocities was highly subjective, therefore the results were

treated with caution. Also, equipment available to do sensitive testing was not available,

so it was decided to discontinue further research.
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6. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF TTM RESEARCH

Chapter 6 focusses on the practical applications of the research on floating boom

sticks. There are two objectives established in this chapter: a) to derive a set of guidelines

to be used by engineers in the design of floating boom sticks and: b) to develop an

intelligent decision support system tool to be used by engineers or technicians interested

in physically modelling floating boom sticks. The design guidelines are limited to the

design of a trapezoidal ice boom stick to withstand a given free-stream velocity. The

decision support system tool will be useful for people interested in investigating floating

boom sticks but lack the knowledge to formalize a testing program to achieve the

objective.

6.1 DESIGN GUIDELINES

The evaluation of the data results in Chapter 5 provided a basis for the design of

floating boom sticks to withstand high velocity conditions. There are many considerations

involved in the overall design of ice boom sticks such as : a) the estimate of the ice

forces acting on the ice boorn sticks: b) the optimal location ofthe ice boom to retain ice

flows: and c) the design and spacing of the ice boom sticks. The guidelines developed

here are limited to the design of individual ice boom sticks of similar trapezoidal shape

as the Jenpeg ice boom stick.

Several factors must be considered when designing such an ice boom stick. In

particular : a) the length of the ice boom stick, weight of the ice boom stick, type of

construction material to withstand the impact fo¡ces of the floating ice pans, and the
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required height of the front face of the ice boom stick to retain the floating ice pans and

other floating debris,

Experience with the boom at Jenpeg shows that this design functions well,

provided the boom sticks are not submerged because of the high velocity. For this reason,

the design guidelines focus on the free-board that is required to ensure that the boom stick

will not submerge for a given maximum velocity.

The design proceeds by trial and error with an assumed cross-section. The draught

depth of the ice boom stick is dete¡mined by making the weight of the displaced water

equal to the weight of the ice boom stick or :

(6.1)

where do is the draught depth of the ice boom stick, Wb""", is the weight of the ice boom

stick, c{. is the angle of the bottom face of the boom stick as illustrated in Figure I l, B

is the cross-sectional width of the ice boom stick, L is the length of the ice boom stick

and p*** is the density of water. The first term is the average draught depth of the ice

boom stick and the second term is to take into account that the cross-section of the ice

boom stick is trapezoidal.

The required free-board of the ice boom stick to withstand the design free-stream

velocity is calculated using (6.2):

AH = O.844vLí8"
I

where ÂH is the free-board height, Vo",,r" is the design free-stream velocity and g is

gravity.

o^- w*o^ 
+ Bsinø" B L p nor",

(6.2)
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The required height of the front face for the ice boom stick is calculated by adding

(6.1) and (6.2) or:

H¡o,ç = ds + AH (6.3)

where Hr,o", is the required height of the front face of the boom stick. If the available

height of the front face is less than (6.3), then the height should be increased or the

weight of the ice boom stick be decreased for the ice boom stick to remain afloat for the

design velocity.

The effect of the angle of the bottom was not investigated. It is probably srnall.

It would seem advisable to stick with the angle of 8 to l0 degrees since that seemed to

work well with the Jenpeg boom stick. It made the height of the front face somewhat

larger than the average depth. This is desirable because : a) the submergence due to

overlapping by the front wave occurs sooner than the sinking of the stick due to the

reduced piezometric level underneath it and ; b) a larger front face works better to prevent

floating ice pans from passing underneath the structure.

6.2 EXPERT SYSTEM APPROACH TO TESTING ICE BOOM STICKS

The intent of the decision support system (DSS) is to guide the user in the

composition and implementation of a testing program for ice booms. The objective of the

system is to research the hydrodynamic characteristics of individual ice boom sticks in

the absence of ice. Trapezoidal shaped ice boom sticks are assumed to be the general type

of ice boom sticks to be studied. VP-EXPERT (1987) is a ¡ule-based expert system

development tool which was used to develop and operate the DSS.
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Any type of research involving physical modelling and testing is time consuming

and requires the expertise of many disciplines. Sometimes, this expertise is difficult to

acquire which further hinders research. The system attempts to alleviate this shortfall by

supplementing available expertise with the knowledge stored within the DSS. The

advantage is that the system saves time by guiding the user through the stages required

to formulate and implement a practical testing program..

This type of system would be useful in hydraulic laboratories because the testing

program fo¡mulated depends on where the testing will take place. Research assistants

and/or engineers interested in investigating the characteristics of ice boom sticks would

benefit f¡om using this system. The system will tell the user what type of tests can be

done on the prototype ice boom sticks, how to build and install the models, and provide

instructions on ho\¡r' to use the equipment available in the lab that are required to perform

the tests. However, the lintitations of the system are due to the equipment that was

available in the hydraulics laboratory at the Department of Civil Engineering at the

University of Manitoba.

The domain expertise for the system originated from the author's prior experience

in dealing with the investigation of the hydrodynamic forces acting on ice boom sticks.

Further expertise was acquired from a professor with experience in physical hydraulic

rnodelling. The professor provided the basis for the expertise regarding the scaling of the

prototype and the instructions required to operate the testing equipment.

6,2.I Prototype Systern

The description ofthe prototype system is to be discussed in the following section.

It consists of a brief nar¡ative non-procedural description of the system, followed by a
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narrative delineation of the structure of the DSS. Each knowledge base in the systern will

be scrutinized by a step by step explanation of the principles used for formulating the

control organizations, major goals, and tasks.

6.2. ì.1 System Overview

The system consists of two phases, the Test Formt¿lotiott Plnse and, the Test

Cottsultøliott Phrce. The system starts with the Test Formulation Phase. The purpose of

this phase of the system is to compile the testing program for the user to implement. The

composition of the testing program is a function of the prototype conditions (ie. velocity,

depth of water at the site and the dimensions of boom stick ), capacity of the pumping

system, dimensions of the flumes, and the equipment available in the hydraulics

laboratory. Using this ilrformation, the system creates the testing program for the use¡ to

implenent.

Once the testing program has been compiled, the system enters the Test

Consultation Phase. Here, the system displays instructions on various subjects to aid the

user in facilitating the implenentation of the testing program. Information on testing

equipment, test procedures and construction and installation procedures are contained in

the system. The system is driven by user prompts, instructing the system what information

is to be displayed. Figure 32 illustrates the structure of the DSS.

6.2.1.2 Organization of Decision Support System

6.2.1.2.1 Test Formulation Phase

The knowledge base, scale.kbs controls the Test Formulation phase ofthe system.

The first task of the systent is to dete¡mine the scale of the model which is a function of
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Figure 32 : Shucture of DSS

the length, width, height of front face, height of back face and the space between the

boom sticks in the prototype. As well, the scale is a function of the prototype velocity and

depth of water at the location of the ice boom sticks. once this information is acqurred,

the knowledge base calls an external ¡outine, scale_2.exe, to calculate the length scale

required. The knowledge base then checks to see whether the calculated scale is < 10. If

the calculated scale fails the test, the knowledge base tells the user that the hydraulics lab

does not have the capability of modelling the prototype conditions.

The next objective is to calculate the model construction parameters; the weight

of the model, the dimensions of the model, and the thickness of plexiglass required to

construct the model which are a function of the weight of the prototype ice boom stick,

the anchoring system used in the prototype and the length scale. once these conditions
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are known, the knowledge base calls an external routine weight exe to calculate these

variables.

The last goal is to formulate the possible tests that can be performed on the model

in the hydraulics lab. The testing program that can be implemented by the user is a

function of the type of equipment available in the lab. The information on available

equipment is stored in a Lotus-123 format database spreadsheet file called equip.wks. The

knowledge base accesses the database file and checks to see whether there are any

velocity meters available. If there are not any velocity meters available, the knowledge

base tells the user that a velocìty lneter is crucial to perform any tests and recommends

that one is purchased. Ifvelocity meters are available, then the knowledge base formulates

the tests that can be performed. The knowledge base then stores all the system variables

in a file that is transfe¡red to the Test Consultation Phase. The knowledge base then

chains to the test consultation phase of the system.

6.2.1.2.2 Test Consultation Phase

This phase of the system is controlled by a knowledge base called testkbs. When

this phase of the system is activated, a menu is displayed, prompting the user to choose

the subject he/she is interested in. Info¡mation on the following subjects are available:

1) Test Equiprnent
2) Test Procedures
3) Construction Procedures

The user has the option of quitting the consultation phase and exiting the system.

If the user requires information on test equipment, the knowledge base informs the

user that instructions on the following equipment is available - 1) velocity meter, 2) data

acquisition system,3) pressure transducers,4) load cells,5) visual measurement devices
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and 6) visual data acquisition system.

If the user requires information on the tests that were compiled in the previous

knowledge base, a menu appears on the screen, listing the tests that can be performed.

When the user chooses one of the four possible options, information on the test

procedures for that particular test is listed, including equipment that is required, the

objective of the test and recommendations for implementing the test.

The construction consultation portion of the system guides the user in the

construction and the installation of the nrodel in the flume. when this option is chosen

by the user, the knowledge base asks the user whether he/she wants information on

construction or installation procedures. If the user requires information on construction

techniques, the knowledge base displays the dimensions of the model, the weight of the

model and the thickness of plexiglass needed to build the model. Then the knowledge

base displays a set of instructions to guide the user in the construction of the ¡nodel. This

information is stored in the text file constmd.txt

If the user requires information on the installation of the model, the systeln

displays this information. The information includes instruction on installing the anchoring

system and the model in the flurne and is stored in the text file instatmd,txt, As well, the

knowledge base accesses Autosketch schematics of the anchoring system for the model

to help the user visualize the system,

6.2. 1.3 Knowledge Base Control Structure

The control structure of the systent is goal-directed because Vp-Expert

incorporates backward charning in its inference engine. This means that in order to

achieve any goal, the systen must find the subgoals that are required to reach the main
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goal. The following two sections will discuss the control structure for the two knowledge

bases in the system.

6.2.1.3.1 Test Formulation Knowledge Base

' 
The first goal of the knowledge base is to find the scale to be used for building

the model. Therefore, the knowledge base needs to ask various questions to reach this

goal. These questions deal with the prototype conditions. Once the prototype conditions

are knowr, the external routine, scale_2,exe is executed to calculate the length scale

required to build the model. The routine is based on the principles of the tr'roude Model

which states that the Froude number of the prototype must be the same as the Froude

Number of the model. Therefore, the length scale is equal to the square of the velocity

scale. There are many conditions that have to be tested to calculate the proper length

scale. The first condition that is tested is whether the ice boom stick behaves like an

infinitely long member ( two dimensional ) or behaves three dimensionally.

This is accomplished by calculating the Aspect Ratio which is equal to the length

of the prototype divìded by the width of the prototype. The aspect ratio indicates whether

the flow pattern around an object is two dimensional or three dimensional. Common

practice is to use an Aspect Ratio of 6 as a benchmark to determine whether a member

behaves two or three dimensionally. If the aspect ratio is > 6, then the ice boorn stick

behaves two dimensionally and the length of the prototype does not have to be scaled. If

the aspect ratio is < ó, then the ice boom stick behaves three dimensionally and the length

of the prototype must be scaled. In the routine, the length of the model is set to the width

of the flume if it is two dimensional. If it is three dimensional, the routine calculates an

associated length scale equal to the ratio of the length of the prototype and the space
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between the ice boom sticks divided by the width of the flume in the hydraulics lab.

The next condition to check is whethe¡ there are any boundary effects caused by

the depth of water at the prototype's location. If the ratio of the depth of water to the

height of the front face of the prototype is > 6, then there is negligible boundary effects

and the depth of water does not have to be scaled and the depth of water in the flume is

set to a default value. Howeve¡, if this ratio is < 6, then an associated length scale is

calculated equal to the ratio of the depth of water in the prototype to the maximum depth

of water allowable in the flume.

The final condition is to determine whether the pump in the lab can produce high

enough velocities in the fiume. The highest velocity that can be produced in the f'lume is

compared to the prototype velocity. An associated length scale is calculated based on the

square of the ratio of the prototype velocity to the flume velocity.

Using length scales calculated based on the three conditions, the routine selects

the largest value as the scale to be used for constructing the model. The next goal is to

check whether the calculated scale is s l/10, If the model is constructed using a scale

larger than 10, then there is a significant possibility of scaling effects occurring. This

means that forces that normally dominate in the prototype will be scaled to insignificance

and be replaced by forces which should not dominate ( ie viscous forces ). This check

ensures that the model will simulate the behaviour of the prototype.

Once the length scale has been determined, the next goal is to determine the

weight of the model and the thickness of plexiglass required to build the model. The

knowledge base calls an external routine weight exe to calculate the model weight and the

thickness of plexiglass. The weíght of the model is a function of the aspect ratio of the

boom stick. The program calculates the aspect ratio and if it is > 6, then the weight of the
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model is based on the scaled weight per unit length ofthe prototype. This means that the

weight of the model is equal to:

if aspect > 6 (6.4\
W^o*t = x l^o*t

If the aspect ratio is < 6, then the weight of the model is based on the scaled weight of

the prototype:

wotaa = Lt:ry
scale"

if aspect < 6 (6.s)

When the routine calculates the thickness of plexiglass, it is initially set to a

default value of 0.0032 m. The routine calculates the weight of the model based on the

thickness of the plexiglass and the density of the plexiglass, If the calculated weight is

less than the scaled weight, then the plexiglass thickness is increased by 0.0032 m. and

the weight is recalculated. This process confinues until the calculated weight becomes

greater than the scaled weight. when this occurs, the routine decreases the thickness of

the plexiglass by 0.0032 m. The system tells the user in the consultation phase that the

model weight will have be increased by adding weight until it equals the scaled weight.

The final goal is to formulate the testing program. The first task of the knowledge

base is to read the database file with the list of equipment available in the hydraulics

laboratory. After the database file is read, the knowledge base checks to see whether there

is a velocity meter in the inventory. This check is required because a testing program

cannot be formulated without a means of measuring the velocity of the water in the flume.

It is a way of preventìng the user f¡om progressing too lar into the system when it is not

appropriate.
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Figure 33 : Delineation of Conhol Structure fo¡. Test Formulation Knowledge
Base
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The knowledge proceeds to the task of formulating the testing program if the

velocity meter check passes. The knowledge base draws upon a set of ¡ules which

incorporates the role of each type of equipment and the limitations when used for

performing experiments. The knowledge base currently contains knowledge of four types

of tests that can be performed on the model:

1) relationship between the free-stream velocity and the ice boom's position
2) relationship between the free-strearn velocity and the hydrodynamic forces
acting on the ice boom.
3) relationship between the free-stream velocity and the flow field around the ice
boom.
4) observe the velocity at which the ice boom stick submerges.

There are two ways the tests can be analyzed, as the real-time study of the

relationships or the average time study of the relationships. A real-time relationship means

that the measurenrents are sampled instantaneously and recorded on a continual basis.

This type of sarnpling can only be accomplished by using a data acquisition system. In

order to do real-time studies, a data acquisition is required and both the velocity meter

and the other equipment required for each test must be capable of sampling on a continual

basis. If any of the equipment for each test does not have this capability, then the tests

can be performed using average measurements for each trial run. The knowledge base

saves all the system variables because they are required for the consultation phase. Figure

33 illustrates the control structure for the Test Fo¡mulation knowledge base.

6.2.1 .3.2 Test Consultation Knowledge Base

When the consultation phase of the system begins, the knowledge base's first goal

is to determine which subject the user is interested in. The knowledge base displays the

menu Iisting the three subjects mentioned in the previous section. The subject chosen by
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the user determines which goal is to be determined next.

If the user chooses to inquire information on testing equipment, the next goal of

the knowledge base is to determine which instrument the user requires information on.

As mentioned in the last section, there are six types of equipment available for

inst¡uctions. When the user chooses one of the six possible options, the knowledge base

searches an indexed text file for info¡matiolt on that piece of equipment. For example, the

user wants information on how to operate the velocity meter and the type of velocity

meter available is a hand-held propeller meter. The knowledge base contains the followrng

¡ule for this type of velocity rneter:

IF velocity_rneter=propeller AND
data_acquisition:no

TIIEN velocity_description=propeller_manual
CLS
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\proj ect\text\equipmd,velocity_description;

' This rule states that if the velocity meter is a hand-held propeller meter and tlìere

is not a data acquisition systern available, then the system variable velocity description

is equal to prcpeller nanuai. The next command sHowrEXT tells the knowledge base

to search the file equipmd.txt for a heading equal to the system variable

velocity _descñplioz, In the text file equipmd.txt, a section oftext dealing with a particular

subject is preceded with a heading. This heading begins wìth .pa followed by the heading

name on the next line. For this case, the heading would be propeller_manual. Therefore,

the knowledge base would find the heading and display all text after that heading until

another heading is encountered.

Ifthe user inquires information on testing procedures, the knowledge base displays

the titles of the tests that can be performed and prompts the user to select one of the tests



for instructions. when the user chooses one of the tests, the knowledge base searches the

indexed text file testmd,txt for information on that test. The procedure involved in

extracting the portion of the text file dealing with the subject chosen is the same as was

previously mentioned.

There are two options the knowledge base prompts when the user requests

information on construction procedures; construction instruction for building the model

and anchoring system as well as inst¡uctions for installing the model in the flume. If the

user chooses const¡uction procedures, the knowledge base searches the indexed file

constmd'txt for the required information. However, this information is a function of the

anchoring system used in the prototype. There are two types of headings the knowledge

searches for, 1) main-cable if the anchoring system incorporates a main cable and 2)

connected-series if the boom sticks are connected in series. Each set of instructions are

unique to the type of anchoring system that is used.

The headings used in the text file for installation instructions is a function of the

aspect ratio and the type of anchoring system. The knowledge base searches the text file

instalmd,txt for the heading corresponding to the aspect ratio and the anchoring system

of the prototype. The first page of instructions are displayed and the knowledge base then

executes the external progranì Autosketch to illustrate the arrchoring system that should

be installed in the flume. The¡e are two schematics the knowledge base can display;

icemain.skd which illustrates the anchoring system which uses a main cable and

iceserie.skd which illustrates the anchoring system which incorporates the fact that the ice

boom sticks are connected in series. once the user is finished analyzing the drawings, the

knowledge base retrieves the second page ofinstructions from the indexed text file. Figure

34 illustrates the control structure for the Test Consultation knowledge base.
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ChoosE :

1. Test Equipmênt 2. Test Procedures 3, Construction

Sublect 1 :
Choosâ 1 of 6

SubJect 3 :
Constructlon

lnstallatlon

lndExed
Text Fllê

teslmd,txt

Figure 34 : Delineation of Cont¡ol Structure for Test Consultation Knowledge
Base
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6.2.1.4 User Interface

The user inte¡face consists of a series of prompts activated by the knowledge

bases, requesting the user for input. In the knowledge base scale,kbs, the user is asked to

input the length, width, height of front face and the height of back face of the ice boom

stick. As well, the user must enter the layout of the ice boom ( ie. space between the ice

boom sticks). After the scale has been calculated, the knowledge base prompts the user

to round up the scale to the rìearest whole number if it passes the scale check.

The next set of prompts info¡ms the user to input the weight of the prototype and

the type of anchoring systen used in the prototype. After the weight of the model and the

thickness of plexiglass has been calculated, the knowledge base compiles the testing

program and displays it on the screen. The knowledge base then informs the user that the

system is entering the consultation phase.

The knowledge base test kbs controls the prompts in this phase of the systern. The

first set of prompts informs the user that information on testing procedures, test equipment

ánd construction and installation procedures can be accessed. The knowledge base then

gives a brief synopsis of the content of each subject. Once the user prompts the

knowledge base to access a ce¡tain subject, another menu is displayed on the screen. The

knowledge base prornpts the user to select the item he/she is interested in and that

information is displayed on the screen, once the user is finished with the consultation

process, he/she has the option of exiting the system and any point.
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6.2.2 Prototype Evaluation

6.2.2.1 Scope

The tasks that were necessary for the system to function properly were

implemented in the proper sequence, The scale had to be calculated in the beginning

because all the other goals in the knowledge base depended on the value of the scale. If

the scale was too large, the knowledge base exited tlte system because it was not

necessary to continue on in the system. Since the weight of the model and the thickness

of the plexiglass depended on the scale, this task executed next. Although the testing

program does not depend on tlle scale for the model, this task was performed last. It did

not make sense to conrpile the testing program at the beginning of the system if the scale

for building the model was too large.

The test formulation phase had to precede the consultation phase because the

outcome of the test fo¡mulation phase determines the subjects that the knowledge base in

the consultation phase access. Within the consultation phase, there is only one way the

tasks can be implemented, from the general to the more specific.

6.2.2.2 Results of System

The system produces the right results because the system was customized to give

the proper results. There are not any areas within the system where bias in the results can

occur. The FORTRAN programs designed to calculate the scale of the model, the weight

ofthe model and the thickness ofplexiglass to build the rnodel can only give one answer

for a particular set of prototype conditions and laboratory conditions. where the results

may start to become subjective is when the flume whe¡e testing may occur is modified

in either width or height. This will modify the outcome of the calculated scale.
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The results in the consultation phase cannot be placed under the category of useful

output. Whether the output f¡om this phase is useful or not depends on the user's

perceptions of the instructions that are contained in the output.

6.2.2,3 Envi¡onment

A good formalism was chosen for the system. Each rule triggered the execution

of another rule in a logical progression to the fìnal goal, which was the determination of

the testing program and the construction parameters of the model. Since Vp-EXpERT's

inference engine incorporates backward chaining, rules we¡e the only way to formalize

the system.

VP-EXPERT was very useful in implementing this DSS. Drawbacks of the system

are that certain portions of the rule-base cannot be executed separately to determine

whethe¡ it operates properly. The only way to test a certain section of the rule-base is

to execute the entire system. This is not an issue fo¡ this system because the rule-base is

not very large, but if it is, checking portions of a rule-base can be time-consuming.

Another drawback of VP-EXPERT is the inability to cut and paste sections of a

knowledge to another knowledge base. This can be very time-saving option ifone decides

certain portions of a knowledge base belong in another knowledge base- complete listing

of the code is listed in Appendix D.
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7. DISCUSSION OF TTMSN

7,1 SUMMARY

The objective of the research project was to analyze the behaviour of floating

boom sticks under high velocity conditions. The research was focused on trapezoidal

sectioned ice boom sticks and safety boom sticks circular cross-section. The impetus for

the project was that under high velocity conditions, portions of an ice boom operated by

Manitoba Hydro submerged unde¡ water and that safety boom sticks oscillated violently.

The ice boom in question is located in the forebay of the Jenpeg hydroelectric

generating station. It consists of two boom sections with eleven sticks and one boom

section with ten sticks. Total span of the ice boom was 1249 feet. A section of 4 to 5 ice

boom sticks were submerging under high velocity conditions. As a result, Manitoba Hydro

had to cut back flow through the generating station to raise the forebay to reduce the

velocity enough to correct the problem.

The safety boom that was observed to behave erratically was located in the tailrace

section of the generating station at Grand Rapids. Manitoba Hydro installed the safety

boom to prevent fishermen from entering the tail¡ace region next to the generating station.

The tailrace region is a popular place for recreational fishing and boaters would anchor

next to the generating station to cast for flrsh. However, there was a danger that the

boaters would anchor next to a generation unit that was offJine. If the plant operator

decided to bring the unit on-line, the resulting surge in flow would sweep the boat

downstrearn, endangering the fishermen.

Manitoba Hydro hoped the safety boom would act as a sufficient deterrent to the

fishermen. However, the safety boom would oscillate which decreased its effectiveness
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in obstructing the boaters. Therefore, Manitoba Hydro removed the safety boom and

installed it in another location.

The investigation of the behaviour of the ice and safety booms was addressed in

two ways, physical modelling and theoretical analysis. The theoretical analysis addressed

the behaviour of the ice and safety boom sticks using the principles of classical fluid

mechanics.

7.2 ICE BOOM STICKS

. There were two objectives of modelling the ice boom sticks: a) investigate the

submergence velocities of ice boom sticks, and: b) investigate the drag forces acting on

ice boom sticks.

Two types of tests were designed to study the behaviour of the ice boom sticks.

The first test, The velocity Submergence Test, measured the submergence velocities of

floating ice boom stick models. Two models were studied, The first model, JpOl5, was

a 1:5 scale replica of the Jenpeg ice boom stick and the second model, Jp021, was a

modified Jenpeg ice boom stick with 6 inches added to the height. The tests also

measured the drag forces acting on the models. The JpOl5 model was used to compare

the laboratory measurements with those observed in the field to confirm the validity of

the testing procedures.

The second test, The Pressure Measurement Test, measured the pressure

distribution around a fixed scaled replica of the Jenpeg ice boom stick. The measurements

were used to confirm the submergence velocities measured in the velocity Submergence

Test. The model was fixed in two positions. For the fi¡st set of test runs, the angle of the

front face was set at 3" to the vertical to simulate the position of Jp015 when it
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submerged. This series of test ¡uns was called JPO1P. For the second series of test runs,

JP02P, the angle ofthe front face was set at 8" to study the effects ofthe change in angle

on the pressure measurements.

The results of the Velocity Submergence Test are:

Initial
Submergence

Velocity

m/s

Final
Submergence

Velocity

m/s

JPO l5

JPO2I

0.5 1

0.60

0.61

0.68

The submergence velocity observed in the fietd was 1.4 m/s or 0.62 m/s in model

conditions which is near the measured final submergence velocity of 0.60 m/s for JpO15.

The results for JPO1P and JP02P are virtually identical and are listed below.

Calculated
Submergence

Velocity

m/s

JPOl5

TP02I

0.5 5

0.75

The calculated submergence velocity for JPO15 lies within the measured velocity in the

zone of submergence. The calculated submergence velocity for JP02l over-predicted the

measured submergence velocity.

The drag forces were measured for JPOl5 and JP02l to determine the relationship
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between the free-stream velocity and the drag force. In particular, the aim was to

determine the relationship of the dimensionless drag coefficient to the Froude Number

based on the front face and the free-stream velocity. Theoretical analysis predicted that

the drag coefficient would be composed of a constant plus another constant divided by

the Froude Number squared where the Froude Number would be based on the height of

the front face of the ice boom stick and tlte free-stream velocity. It was assumed boundary

effects caused by the flume floor were minimal. This assumption may not be quite

correct.

Analyzing the drag forces based on the momentum equation indicate that the flume

floor may influence the fo¡ces on the models but the tests we¡e not designed to investigate

this effect. Further research into this area is needed.

7.3 SAFETY BOOM STICKS

The objective of modelling the safety boom sticks was to investigate the free-

stream velocities that would cause the boom sticks to oscillate violently.

The oscillation effects of cylindrical sectioned safety boom sticks were analyzed

by testing the effects of the L/D ratio on the velocity at which oscillation occurred. This

test was called The Oscillation Velocity Test. Two types of models were tested. The first

model SB0l had a density of 1.0 lb/ft3 while SB02 had a density of 1,5 lb/ft3. The L/D

ratios varied from L0 to 5.0 in increments of 0.5 and were anchored using two methods.

The first method involved anchoring the models laterally and the second method involved

anchoring the models upstream.

Accurate measurements of the oscillation velocities for the models with L,/D ratio

equal to one and anchored using the second method were not possible because they began
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to oscillate laterally, making measurements difficult. Measurements for models with L/D

ratios of 4.5 and 5.0 were not possible because the models did not fit in the flume where

the testing took place.

The measurements that were documented were highly subjective due to the

equipment available to do the tests. However, these tests do indicate that there is a

relationship between the L/D ratio and the oscillation velocity. More accurate equipment

is needed to study this phenomenon in greater detail.

7.4 PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

The design of the required front face of an ice boom stick involves a trial and

error procedure. The first step involves calculating the draught depth ofthe ice boom stick

based on an assumed cross-section, The next step is to calculate the required free-board

ofthe ice boom stick to withstand the maximum free-stream velocity. The required height

is then equal to the draught depth and the free-board height. If this value is less than the

assumed height, then the height should be increased or the weight of the ice boom stick

should be decreased for the ice boom stick to remain afloat for the design velocity.

Expert system technology is beneficial in implementing an intelligent decision

suppo¡t system tool to create and implement a testing program to investigate floating

boom sticks. Any testing program for hydraulic modelling is a function of the type of

equipment available in a hydraulic lab and the constraints of the lab. The decision making

process in choosing the equipment is highly subjective and requires much expertise. Also,

the design, construction, and installation of the model requires expertise that the user

might not have. This means that conditions and certain ¡ules have to be met which is the

essence of expert system technology.
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7.5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

There are many areas worth pursuing to extend the system. The system deals with

only trapezoidal shaped ice boom sections. The system should be extended to include

other shapes such as cylindrical cross-sections. Another area to be extended is the

system's knowledge of testing equipment. Currently, the system is limited in the

knowledge of testing equipment to equipment that the author and certain experts have

knowledge of. The problem with this area is that there many types of equipment that can

perform certain jobs but their set-up is a function of other types of equipment which

creates many combinations.

In order for the systern to be useful for hydraulic's laboratories, the task structure

of the system must be radically altered to encompass generic hydraulic testing such as

three dimensional physical modelling of sites, hydraulic modelling of structures such as

dams, spillways, etc. The system formulates a testing program based on the equipment

that is available and is implicitly confined to tests regarding ice booms in open flow

conditions. The system must be modified so the user explicitly defines the objective of

the testing program.

There are a number of recommendations for future work based on the research

done thusfar. The physical modelling phase raised many questions that need to be

answered to better analyze the behaviour of floating boom sticks under high velocity

conditions. What is the influence of the length of the ice boom stick on its behaviour?

Does the angle of the bottom face influence the submergence velocity of the ice boom

stick?. If the shape of the front face of the ice boom stick is varied, how will it influence

the submergence velocity? Does the diameter, as well as the length to diameter ratio

influence the oscillation velocities of the safety boom sticks?
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The research that was carried out indicates that the behaviour of floating boom

sticks can be analyzed using the fundamentals of fluid mechanics. The theory can be

simplified and ve¡ìfied with empirical measures. Fu¡ther research into this area is required

to better understand the behaviour of a fluid as it flows around a floating object and the

interaction between the flow pattern and the type of object.
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Appendix A : Velocity Submergence Test Resr¡lb



Velocity Measurernent Test Results

Ice Boom Model - JPO15

Point I = Elevation oftoe offront face ofmodel

Elevation
Water Depth Point I WÐVo

degrees degrees

19.00
18.00
19.20
19.40
l 8.50
19.50
18.50
19.70
19.80
18.50
20.00
20.00
19.00
19.50
19.50
19.70
19.90
19.30
20 00
19.00
19 50
19.40
19.50
19 00
r 9.58
19.70
20.00
18.50
19.50
19.00
19.00
18.00
l8.00
17.00
t7.60

109.40
153.47
130.67
144.20
r98.07
173.47
224.27
191.20
202.40
242.87
232.73
244.67
283.27
228.47
248.20
266.27
304.g',Ì
356.73
32't.00
396.67
408.07
445.40
481 53
528.93
561 .93
5 88.3 3

6s4 80
691.20
739.27
802.53
862.60
892.33
1051.93
t194.73
I 143. l3

t6.70 67.00 0.00 0.t4
i5.60 61.00 0.00 0.15
16.90 65.00 0.00 0.16
17.00 63 00 0 00 0.19
16.00 55.00 0 00 0 19
17.30 58.00 0.00 0.20
16.20 52.00 1.80. 0.21
17.50 56.00 0.00 0.22
t7.60 53.00 0.00 0.23
16.30 48.00 0.00 0.24
17.80 49.00 0.00 0.25
17.80 49.00 0.00 0.26
16.60 45.00 1.80 0.28
17.10 49.00 0.00 0.29
17 .30 47.00 L80 0.30
17.40 47.00 0.00 0 33
t7.60 42,00 1.80 0.35
16.60 37.00 180 0.35
17.70 43.00 1.80 0.36
16.50 37.00 1.80 0.39
17.10 34.00 3.60 0.40
16.80 34.00 0.00 0.41
1710 32.00 3.60 0.43
16.10 31.00 1.80 0.44
t7 30 26.00 3.60 0.46
17. 10 27 .00 3.60 0.49
17.70 26.00 3.60 0.50
15 50 25.00 s.40 0,51
17.00 2t.00 7 .20 0.52
15.90 2t.00 7.20 0 s4
15 80 20.00 5.40 0.55
15.20 18.00 7.20 0.56
i5.00 16.00 7.20 0.57
12.80 14.00 s.40 0.59
14.30 15.00 7.20 0 60



Velocify Measurement Test Results

Ice Boom Model - JP02l

Point 1 = Elevation oftoe offront face ofmodel

Elevation
Water Depth Point I @--1

in. in degrees

Ð
desrees

Vo

N.A.
N.A,
N,A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N,A.
N.A.
N.A.
N,A,
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N,A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A,
N.A.
20.00

19.50

19 00

19.00

N.A. N.A.
N.A, N,A.
N.A. N.A.
N,A. N.A,
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N,A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A, N.A,
N.A. N,A.
N.A, N.A.
N.A, N,A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A, N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A, N.A,
N,A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A, N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
N.A, N,A.
17.80 51.00
17.20 48.00
t7.00 46.00
16.40 43 00

N.A. 0.30 280.00
N.A. 0.32 314.53
N.A. 0.33 340.80
N.A. 0.40 434.80
N.A. 0.42 489.33
N.A. 0.47 687.27
N.A. 0.49 743.60
N.A. 0.53 891.93
N.A. 0.59 1248.27
N.A. 0.62 t475.93
N.A. 0.63 1562.60
N.A. 0.67 1825.00
N.A. 0.38 368.27
N.A. 0.39 434.20
N.A. 0.43 488.93
N.A. 0.45 539.60
N.A. 0.47 652.13
N.A. 0.49 705.80
N.A. 0.52 758.07
N.A, 0.53 841.53
N.A. 0.54 922.80
N.A. 0.56 1026.60
N.A. 0.60 1152.07

N.A. 0.62 1398.33
N.A, 0.64 1682.67
N A. 0.65 202t.07
N.A. 0.23 223.20
N.A. 0.24 234.40
2.00 0.22 219.73
2.00 0.26 251.20
2.00 0.29 272.07
2.00 0.34 340.93
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1 8.50
20.00
19 00

19.50
20.00
19.00

19.00
18.00

17.00
16.50

16.00

15.80 41.00 2.00
17.10 30.00 2.00
16 30 30.00 2.00
16.50 27.00 3.00
16.30 23.00 4.50
15.80 20.00 6.00
16.50 18.00 3.00
14.60 15.00 4.00
13.30 15.00 9.00
12.90 12.00 10.00
12.70 8.00 8.00

0.36 368 27
0 41 417 .00
0.45 493.87

0.48 602.47
0.52 702.93

0.54 817.87
0.57 I108.20
0.ó1 1311.60
0.62 1543.07
0.64 t635.20
0.67 1844.20



Appendix B : Prrssulr Measurement Test Resulb



JPOlP Test Results

Velocity Pt. I pt 2
Dynamic Dynamic

m. m.

Pt3 PI4 Pt5 Pt6
Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic

m. m. m. m.

0.1060 0.0022
0.1600 0.0026
0.1760 0.0028
0.1860 0.0034
0.2120 0.0040
0.2280 0.0036
0.2540 0.0046
0.2580 0.0040
0.2900 0.0054
0.3640 0.0062
0.3700 0.0056
0.4020 0.0084
0.4280 0.0080
0.4900 0.0108
0.4940 0.0090
0.s160 0.0i08
0.5620 0.0122

0.0018 0.0022
0.0026 0.0030
0.0026 0.0030
0.0032 0.0036
0.0036 0.0040
0.0034 0.0038
0.0050 0.0048
0.0036 0.0040
0.0054 0.0058
0.0068 0.0070
0.0062 0.0064
0.0090 0.0090
0.0088 0.0088
0.0116 0.01t4
0.0100 0.0104
0.0092 0.0114
0.0132 0.0130

-0.0014 -0.0014 -0.0014
-0.0026 -0.0026 -0.0026
-0.0030 -0.0032 -0.0032
-0.0036 -0.0032 -0.0034
-0.0040 -0.0040 -0.0042
-0.0044 -0.0046 -0.0046
-0.0086 -0.0086 -0.0090
-0.0056 -0.0056 -0.0058
-0.0064 -0.0064 -0.0070
-0.0122 -0.0126 -0.0130
-0.0120 -0.0120 :0.0122
-0.0156 -0.0t72 -0.0176
-0.0158 -0.0164 -0.0166
-0.0190 -0.0192 -0.Ot92
-0.0206 -0.0208 -0.0218
-0.0222 -0.0222 -0.0226
-0.0226 -0.0236 -0 0240
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Pt7 Pr8 Pr9
Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic

m. m. m.

-0.0006 -0.0010 -0.0010
-0.0020 -0.0024 -0.0022
-0.0028 -0.0032 -0.0028
-0.0030 -0.0032 -0.0032
-0.0036 -0.0038 -0.0044
-0.0042 -0.0044 -0.0050
-0.0080 -0.0088 -0.0090
-0.0052 -0.0054 -0.0056
-0.0058 -0.0066 -0.0068
-0.01 18 -0.0126 -0.0142
-0.0122 -0.0132 -0.0140
-0.0164 -0.0178 -0.0172
-0.0158 -0.0174 -0.0190
-0.0196 -0.0196 -0.0210
-0.0212 -0.0218 -0.0232
-0.0214 -0.0226 -0.0238
-0.0242 -0.02s2 -0.0264

Pr l0 Pr 1l Pt l2
Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic

m. m. m.

-0.0012 0.0002 0.0012
-0.0020 -0.0002 -0.0004
-0.0026 -0.0010 -0.0010
-0.0028 -0.0012 -0.0014
-0.0032 -0.0016 -0.0020
-0.0040 -0.0024 -0.0024
-0.0076 -0.00s8 -0.0062
-0.0046 -0.0028 -0.0030
-0.0052 -0.0036 -0.0038
-0.0104 -0.0088 -0.0096
-0.0110 -0.0090 -0.0094
-0.0144 -0.0128 -0.0128
-0.0i46 -0.0126 -0.0126
-0.0178 -0.0166
-0.0i92 -0.0182
-0.0202 -0.0186
-0.0224 -0.0206
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JP02P Test Results

Velocity Pr. I pt.2 pr.3 pt.4 pr.5 pt.6 pT.7

Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic
m

0.0920 0.0030
0.1420 0 0040
0.1620 0.0044
0.2040 0.0046
0.2280 0.0048
0.2500 0.0048
0.3300 0.0064
0.3700 0 0078
0.4260 0.0092
0.4720 0.0114
0.5700 0 0144

0.0030 0.0034
0.0034 0.0042
0.0040 0.0048
0.0042 0.0050
0.0046 0.0052
0.0052 0.0052
0.0068 00072
0.0080 0.0084
0.0094 0.0102
0.0116 0.0126
0.0134 0.01s6

-0.0002 -0.0004 -0.0004 -0.0004
-0.0010 -0.0010 -0.0010 -0.0008
-0.0012 -0.0014 -0.0014 -0.0014
-0.0020 -0.0020 -0.0020 -0.0024
-0.0028 -0.0030 -0.0030 -0.0030
-0.0046 -0.0044 -0.0046 -0.0052
-0.0068 -0.0068 -0.0070 -0.0072
-0.0104 -0.0110 -0.0116 -0.0124
-0.0r34 -0.0140 -0.0144 -0.0140
-0.0168 -0.0178 -0.0178 -0.0180
-0.0210 -0.0222 -0 0230 -0.0228
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Pr. 8 Pt. 9 Pt. 10 pt. I I pt. t2
Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic

0.0002 0.0002
-0.0004 -0.0006
-0.0010 -0.0010
-0.0016 -0.0018
-0.0022 -0.0024
-0.0046 -0.0048

-0.0058 -0.0064
-0.0108 -0.0108
-0.0126 -0.0t32
-0.0158 -0.0164
-0.0206 -0.0216

0.0008 0.0004 0.0010
0.0002 0.0002 0.0006

0.0002 -0.0002 0.0002
-0.0006 -0.0008 -0.0004
-0.00i0 -0.0010 -0.0006
-0.0032 -0.0030 -0.0026
-0.0046 -0.0046 -0.0042
-0.0082 -0.0078 -0.0074
-0.0102 -0.0096 -00092
-0.0120 -0.0118 -0.0116
-0.0156 -0.0154 -0.0152
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Appendix C : Oscillation Velocity Test Resulß



Safety Boom Test Results

All velocities are in m/s.

LlD
First Anchoring System Second Anchoring System

SBOl SB02 sB0 SB02

1.00

1.50

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

4.00
4.50
5.00

0.93

0.93
0.93

0.90
0.87
0.85
0.84

N.A.
N,A,

0.93

0.93

0.93

0.90
0.87
0.85

0.84
N.A.
N.A.

N,A.
0.84

0.81

0.79
0.78

0.76
0.73

N,A,
N.A.

N.A.
0.84

0.81

0.79
0.78
0.76

0.73

N.A.
N,A,



Appendix D : Expert System Approach to Testing Ice Boom Sticls Code
Listing



l. Final System Code Listing

Knowledge B*se s cal e k bs

RUNTIME,
ENDOFF;
ACTIONS
DISPLAY "

. Welcome to the Expert System entitled:

EXPERT SYSTEM APPROACH TO TESTING ICE BOOMS

This knorvledge base is used to compile a testing progranr that can be
implemented by the user based on the prototype ice boom stick and florv
conditions as rvell as equipment availal¡le in the hydraulics lab,

DEVELOPED BY : David C. Poole

Press any key to continue-"
CLS
DISPLAY "

The first segment of the expert system rvill attempt to calculate the
scale required to build your model so that it can be tested in the hydraulics
laboratory. The facto¡s affecting the scale to be used a¡e;

1) Capabilities of the hydraulics laboratory
2) Physicat dimensions of the ice l¡oom stick
3) Prototype anchoring system of the ice boom stick
4) Prototype florv conditions (ie. velocity, depth of rvater )

The expert system is nou' going to ask 1'ou questious about the afore-
mentioned factors.

Press any key to co¡rtinue-"
cLs
WHILEKNOWN scale_flag

RESET scale
RESET display_scale
RESET scale_flag
FIND scale
FIND scale_flag

END
WHILEKNOWN velocity_flag

FIND velocity_flag
RESET velocity_flag

END;

RULE I

tF length<1000 AND
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width<1000 AND
depth< 1000 AND
velooity<25 AND
height_front_face<5 AND
height_back_face<5 AND
space_betrYeen_sticks< I 0

THEN BCALL c:\vp\project\batch\dimen,""
SHIP c:\vp\project\text\dimen,length
SHIP c:Wp\project\text\dimen,rvidth
SHIP c:Wp\project\text\dimen,depth
SHIP c:\vp\project\text\dinen,velocity
SHIP c:\vp\project\text\dimen,height_f¡ont_face
SHIP c:\vp\project\text\dimen,h€ight_back_face
SHIP c :\vp\project\text\dimen,space_between_sticks
CALL c :\vp\project\fortran\scale_2,""
RECEIVE c:Wp\project\text\scale,scale I
scale=(scale l)
a spect=(length/rvidth)

BECAUSE "The dimensions of tlÌe prototype are neçessary to caloulate the
scale of the model";

RULE 2

IF scflle>I0
THEN scale_flag=LINKNOWN
DISPLAY" The length scale calculated is too large. The reasons could be one
of the follorving:

1) Inadequate pumping capacity and/or
2) Inadequate size for the flume

These a¡eas must be addressed before any testing can commemce.-'l
BECAUSE "lf the scale is greate¡ than 10, then viscous fo¡ces rvill dominate
rvhioh is not the case in tlte prototype. Therefore, the scale must be lsss
than 10.";

RULE 3

IF scale<=10
THEN scale_flag=yes

FIND display_scale;

RULE 4

IF scale<=10
THEN display_scale=(scale I )

FORMAT display_scale, 6.3
DISPLAY "The length scals calculated fo¡ the ice l¡oon stick prototype chosen:

= { display_scale }.

FIND calculation_mass;

RULE 5
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IF scale_chosen<= l0 AND
mass_prototyp€< 10000

THEN BCALL c:\vp\project\batch\iveight,""
SHIP c:\vp\project\text\scalem,soale_chosen

. SHIP c:\vp\proj€ct\text\scalem,massjrototype
CLROFF
CALL c:\vp\project\fortran\rveight,""
CLRON
calculation_mass=yes
cLs
FIND model_dimensio¡rs

BECAUSE "The scale chosen must be rounded up because othsrwise, the model
rvill be too big for the flume. Rounding it up ensures that the nodel is
small€r than the optimal scale size.";

RULE 6

IF calculation_mass=yes
THEN RECEIVE ç;\,p\projecr\rexr\plex,thickl

plex_thick=yes
display_thick=(thick I );

RULE 7

IF calculation_ntass=yes
THEN RECEIVEc:\vp\projeat\texr\$,eight,nìass

. model_mass=yes
display_mass=(nass);

RULE 8

IF scale_chosen<= l0
THEN velocity_scale=(@sqrt(scale_chosen))
BECAUSE "The velocity scale is equal to the square root of the length
scale because the dominant force acting on the model is gravity. Therefore,
the Froude Number must l¡e the same for the model and prototype.',;

RULE 8b

IF aspect<6
THEN space_display=3_dimensional

FIND space_model
BECAUSE " The aspect ratio determines \yhether the boom stick acts trvo
dimensionally or three-dimensionally. If tlìe aspect ratio is less than
6, then edge effects on the sides of the boom stick dominate and the
prototype l¡ehaves three-dimensionally. lf the aspeot ratio is greater than
6, then the p¡ototype beha\¡es t\\,o-dim€nsionally. The aspect ratio deterrni¡res
the length of the model to be used.,';

RULE 8c

IF space_display=3_dinensional
THEN space_model=(space_betweeu_sticks/scale_chosen)
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depth_ratio=(depth/hei ght_front_face)
FIND depth_flurne;

RULE 8d

IF depth_ratio>=6
THEN depth_flume=0.7I4
BECAUSE "The depth ratio is greater than 6, so there are no boundary effects
caused by the flume floor. Therefore, the depth of water can be set to
maximum depth possible in the flume.";

RULE 8e

IF depth_ratio<6
THEN depth_flume=(depth_ratio*front_model)
BECAUSE "The depth ratio is less thau 6 so the prototype is influenced by
the bottom of the flo\\,sectiou. Therefore, tlìis ratio must be mai¡rtained i¡r
the lab. Therefore, the depth of water in the flume is calculated l¡ased ou
the height of the front face of the nrodel";

RULE 8d

IF aspeat>=6
THEN space_display=2_di¡nensional

FIND space_model;

RULE 8e

IF space_display=2_dimensional
THEN spaoe_model=not_required

depth_ratio=(depth/height_front_fac€)
FIND depth_flume;

RULE 8f

IF depth_ratio>=6
THEN depth_f1ume=0.714
BECAUSE "The depth ratio is greater than 6, so there are no boundary effects
caused by the flume floor. Therefore, the depth of $,ater can be set to
maxirnum depth possible in the tlume.";

RULE 8g

IF depth_ratio<6
THEN depth_fìume=(depth_ratio*front_model)
BECAUSE "The depth ratio is less than 6 so the prototype is influenced by
the bottom of the florv section. Therefore, this ratio must l¡e maintained in
the lal.¡. The¡efore, the depth of water in the flume is calculated l¡ased on
the height of tlìe front face of the model";

RULE 8

IF aspeot>=6 AND
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anchor_type=l
THEN length_model=0.914

rvidth_mode l=(rvidtlì/soale_chosen)
front_nrodel=ftrei ght_lront_face/scale_chosen)
back_face=(height_back_face/sca le_chosen)
nrodel_dimensions=yes
FIND plex_thick
FIND display_thiok
FIND model_mass
FIND display_mass
FORMAT display_mass, 5.3

cLs
DISPLAY '
The dimensions of the ice boom model are as follorvs:

length = {l€ngth_model} m.
widrh = { \\'idrh_model } m.

height of front face = {front_model} m.
height of back face = {back_face} m.

. thickness of plexiglass = {display_thick} m.
weight = {display_mass} kg.

CLS
DISPLAY " The next phas€ of this knorvledge base is to compile the

testing p¡ogram for the ice boom. The facto¡ rvhich effects the testing
progrom to be used by the user is:

- Equipment available in the hydraulics lab.

CLS
DISPLAY" One nroment please rvhile expert system compiles testing program,,

WKS velocity_meter,A2,c:\vp\project\database\equip
WKS data_acquisition,B2,c:Wp\project\database\equip
WKS pressure_transducer,C2,c:Wp\project\database\equip
WKS load_cell,D2,c:ñp\project\database\equip
WKS video_measure,E2,c:Þp\project\database\equip
WKS video_analysis,F2,c:\r,p\project\database\equip
CLS
DISPLAY " The follol'ing testing program can be implemented:

RULE 9

IF aspect>=6 AND
anchor_type=2

THEN Iength_model=0.9
rvidth_model=(l,idth/scale_chosen)
front_model=(hei ght_front_face/sca le_chosen)
back_face=(hei ght_back_face/scale_chosen)
model_dimensions=yes
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FIND plex_thick
FIND display_thick
FIND model_mass
FIND display_mass

' FORMAT display_mass, 5.3
CLS
DISPLAY "
The dimensions of the ice boo¡n model are as follotvs:

leugth = {length_model} m.
rvidth = {rvidth_rnodel} m.

height of f¡ont face = {front_model} m.
height of back face = {back_face} n.

thickness of plexiglass = {display_thick} m,
rveight = {display_mass} kg.

CLS
DISPLAY " The next phase of this knorvledge base is to compile the

testing p¡ogram for the ice l¡oom. The factor rvhich eft'ects the testing
program to be used by the user is:

- Equipment availal¡le in the hydraulics lab.

CLS

, DISPLAY " ODe ntoment please rvhile expsrt system compil€s testing program,'
WKS velocity_meter,A2,c:\vp\project\database\equip
WKS data_acquisition,B2,c:\vp\project\database\ec¡uip
WKS pressure_traDsducer,C2,c:\vp\project\databfl se\equip
WKS load_cell,D2,c:Np\project\database\equip
Vy'KS video_measure,E2,c:\r,p\project\database\equip
WKS video_analysis,F2,c:\r,p\projeot\database\equip
cLs
DISPLAY " The follorving testing program can be implemented:

*ur, , o

IF aspect<6 AND
a¡rchor_type=l

THEN length_model=((length+space_bet\\,eerÌ_sticks)/scale_chosen)
rvidth_model=(rvidth/scale_chosen)
f¡ont_model=(height_front_face/sca le_chosen)
back_face=(hei ght_back_face/scale_chosen)
model_dimensions=yes

. FIND plex_thick
FIND display_thick
FIND model_mass
FIND display_mass
FORMAT displal'_nrass, 5.3

CLS
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DISPLAY '
The dimensions of the ice boom ¡nodel are as follor¡'s:

length = {length_model} m.
rvidth = {rvidth_model} m.

height of front face = {front_rnodel} m.
height of back face = {back_face} m.

thickness of plexiglass = {display_thick} m.
\\'eight = {display_mass} kg.

. cl-s
DISPLAY " The next phase of this knorvledge base is to compile the

testing program fo¡ the ice boom. The factor $,hich effeots the testing
program to be used by the user is:

- Equipme¡ìt available in the hydraulics lab.

CLS
DISPLAY " Otìe rnoment please rvhile expert system compiles testing program,'
WKS velocity_meter,A2,c:\vp\project\database\equip
WKS data_acquisition,B2,c:\vp\project\database\equip
WKS pressu¡e_transducer,C2,c:\vp\projcct\database\equip
WKS load_cell,D2,c:\vp\project\database\equip
WKS video_measure,E2,c:\r,p\project\database\equip
WKS video_analysis,F2,c:\vp\projeot\database\equip
CLS
DISPLAY " The follorving testing program can be implemented:

RULE 1 I

IF aspect<6 AND
anchor_type=2

THEN length_model=((length+space_between_sticks)/scale_chosen)
width_model=(\vidth-/scale_chosen)
front_model=(height_front_face/scale_chosen)
back_face=(hei ght_back_face/sca le_chosen)
model_dimensions=yes
FIND plex_thick
FIND display_thick
FIND model_mass
FIND displal'_mass
FORMAT displa¡,_mass, 5.3

CLS
DISPLAY "
The dimensions of the ice boon nrodel are as follorys;

length = {l€ngth_model} m.
rvidth = {rvidth_model} m.

height of front face = {front_model} m.
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height of back face = {back_face} m.
thickness of plexiglass = {display_thick} ¡n.

weight = {display_nrass} kg.

cLs
DISPLAY " The next phase of this knorvledge base is to compile the

testing program fo¡ the ice boom. The factor tvhich effects the testing
program to be used by the ussr is:

- Equipnrent available in the hydraulics lab.

cLs
DISPLAY " One moment please $,hile expert system compiles testing program',
WKS velocity_meter,A2,c:\vp\project\database\equip
WKS data_acquisition,B2,c:Wp\project\database\equip
WKS pressure_transducer,C2,c :\vp\project\database\equip
WKS load_cell,D2,c:\vp\project\database\equip
WKS video_measure,E2,c:Wp\project\dalabase\equip
WKS video_analysis,F2,c:\vp\project\database\equip
CLS
DISPLAY " The follorving testing program can be implemented:

RULE VELOCITY_I

IF velocity_meteFpropeller AND
data_acquisition=no

THEN velocity_measure=average;

RULE VELOCITY_2

lF velooity_meter=propeller AND
data_acquisition=yes

THEN velocity_measure=average;

RULE VELOCITY-3

lF velocity_meter=pitot_tube AND
data_acquisition=no AND
pressure_transducer=no

THEN velocity_measure=average;

RULE VELOCITY-4

lF velocity_meter=pitot_tube AND
data_acquisition=no AND
pressure_transduce¡=yes

THEN velocit¡,_measure=average;

RULE VELOCITY 5
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l

IF

THEN

RULE

IF

THEN

RULE

ll.

THEN

RULE

IF

THEN

velocity_meter=pitot_tube AND
data_acquisition=yes AND
pressure_l.ransduce¡=yes

velocity_measure=real_time;

VELOCITY_6

velocity_meter=pitot_tube AND
data_acquisition=yes AND
pressure_transducer=no

velocity_measure=average;

VELOCITY-7

velocity_meter=acoustic AND
data_acquisition=1'es

velocity_measure=real_time;

VELOCITY_8

velocit¡'_meter=acoustic AND
data_acquisition=no

velocity_measure=no;

RULE VELOCITY-g

IF velocity_meter=doppler_laser AND
data_acquisition=yes

THEN velocit¡,_nrcasure=real_time;

RULE VELOCITY_IO

IF velooity_meter=doppler_laser AND
data acquisition=no

THEN velocity_rneasure=no;

RULE LOAD_CELL- I

lF load_oell=yes AND
data_acquisition=yes

THEN load_measure=real_tine;

RULE LOAD-CELL_2

IF load_cell=yes AND
data_acquisition=no

THEN load_measure=ave¡age;

RULE LOAD_CELL-3

lF load_cell=no AND
data_acquisition=no OR
data_acquisition=yes

THEN load_measure=no;
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RULE VIDEO-I

IF video_measure=cam€ra AND
video_anall,sis=physical OR
video_analysis=computer

THEN video=average;

RULE VIDEO_2

IF video_measure=video_tape AND
video_analysis=computer

THEN video=real_time;

RULE VIDEO_3

IF video_¡neasure=video_tape OR
video_measure=ca¡ne¡a AND
video_analysis=physical

THEN video=average;

RULE VIDEO_4

lF video_measure=no AND
video_analysis=no OR
video_analysis=computer OR
video_analysis=physical

THEN video=no;

RULE VELOCITY_FLAG_I

lF veloaity_meter=no
THEN v€locity_f lag=UNKNOWN
DISPLAY" No testing can be accomplished because the hydraulics lab does not have
the equipment to measure velocity. Arrangements should bs made to purchase a
velocity meter in order to carry out the tests-r'l

RULE VELOCITY_FLAG_2

IF velooity nreter<>no
THEN velooity_flag=YES

FIND testl
FIND test2
FIND test3
FIND test4
DISPLAY'

Now the expert systen is going to link up to next portion
of the knorvledge base rvhich deals rvith enquiries that the user might have
about testing procedures, construction nrethods fo¡ model building and
instructions on how to use equipn€nt availal¡le in the lal¡

Press anl' key to contilìue!-"
SAVEFACTS c ;\vp\project\submerge
CHAIN c;Wp\project\test;
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RULE TEST I_I

IF velooìty_measur€=real_ti¡r'ìe AND
video=real_time

THEN testl=real_time
DISPLAY" - The ¡eal-time study of the relationship bet\veen velocity and ice

boom position"
ELSE

testl=average
DISPLAY" - The average tine study of the relationship betrveen velocity and ice

boom position";

RULE TEST2-I

IF 'r,elocity_measure=real_time AND
load_measu¡e=¡ea l_time

THEN test2=¡eal time
DISPLAY' - The ¡e¿¡l-time study of the relationship betw€en velocity and

hydrodynamio forces"
ELSE

test2=average
DISPLAY" - The average tinte study of the rolationship betrveen velocity and

hydrodynamic forces";

RULE TEST3-I

IF velocity_ureasure=real_time AND
video=real_time

THEN test3=real_time
DISPLAY' - The real-time study of the flou' field around the ice boom',
ELSE

test3=average
DISPLAY' - The average time stud)' of the florv field around the ice boom,';

RULE TEST4_l

IF velocity_measure=real_time OR
velocity_measure=avera gc

THEN test4=yes
DISPLAY' - The velocity at which the ice boorn sul.rmerges";

ASK length: "What is the lengfh of tlìe ice boorn stick (nr)?,';
ASK width: "What is the rvidth of the ice boom stick (m)?,,;
ASK depth: "What is the depth of \yater at the proposed location (m)?";
ASK velocity: "What is the velocity at the location (m/s)?,';
ASK height_front_faoe: "What is the height of the f¡ont face (m)?,,;
ASK height_back_face: "What is the lìeight of the back face (rn)?";
ASK space_betrveen_sticks: "What is the space between the boorn sticks?,';
ASK soale chosen: "
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Since the scale calculated is less than or equal to 10, 1,our model can
be built. Horvever, the scale used for building your nrodel must be at least
equal to the calculated scale. The best tvay is to round up the calculated
scale to the nearest \\,hole number.

Therefore, rvhat scale are you going to use tbr building your model?";
ASK mass_prototype: "What is the weight of the prototype in kg.?,';
ASK anchor type :

"What type of anchoring syste¡n is proposed fo¡ the ice l¡oo¡n?
l) anchored by a main cable
2) connected in series

ANCHORED BY MAIN CABLE - ice boonr is connected to a main cable running across
the entire expanse of the river or forebay.

CONNECTED IN SERIES - ice l.¡oom sticks are corìnected to each other and the ends
of each boom stick.

CHOICES anchor-type: 1,2;

Knowledge Base tesl,kbs

RTII.{TIME;
ENDOFF;
ACTIONS
DISPLAY " Welcoure to the portion of the expert systelrl entitled:

TEST CONSULTATION PHASE

This po¡tion of the expert s¡'stem rvill consult the user on how to
implement the testing program formulated in the ¡rrevious k¡rorvledge base

Press any ke)' to cont nu€-r'
ÇLS
LOADFACTS c:\r,p\projecr\subnerge
FIND velocity_scale
FIND space_display
cLs
WHILEKNOWN subject
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CLS
RESET subject_material
RESET subject

DISPLAY "The knou4edge base co¡rtains info¡mation on the follorving subjects:

l) TEST EQUIPMENT - description ol the ec¡uipment available to be used by the
user in the h¡,draulics lab and instruotions on how to use them
for various test.

2) TEST PROCEDURES - description of olrjective and instructions for each test
that rvas compiled in the previous knorvledge base. Guides the use¡

' in the successful implementation of the testi¡rg program.

3) CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES - description of const.uctions techniques
necessary to construct the use¡'s model as $,ell a guidelines in
tlìe installatiolì of th€ tcsting aÞparatus in the flume lor the
model.

FIND subject
END
CLS;

RULE I

IF test I =real_tiÌne
THEN display_testl=yes
DISPLAY " l) The real time study of the relationship bet\yeen velocity and the ice

boorn position"¡

RULE 2

IF testl=average
THEN display_test I =yes
DISPLAY " l) The average time srudy of the relationship betrveen velocity and the

ice boom position";

RULE 3

IF test2=real_time
THEN display_test2=yes
DISPLAY " 2) The real time study of the relationship betwe€n velocity and the

hydrodynamic forces";

RUI,E 4

IF test2=average
THEN displa¡'_test2=yes
DISPLAY " 2) The average time study of the relationship l¡etrvee¡r r,clocity and the

hydrodynamic forces";

RULE 5
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lF test3=ave¡age
THEN display_test3=yes
DISPLAY " 3) The average tinìe study of the llo\\' field around the ice boom,,;

RULE 6

IF test3=real_tin'ìe
THEN display_test3=yes
DISPLAY " 3) The real time study of the florv field around the ice boom',;

RULE 7

IF test4=yes
THEN display_test4=),es
DISPLAY " 4) The analysis of the velocity at rvhich the ice boom submerges-',;

RULE 8

IF scale_chosen<= 10

THEN velocity_scale=(@sqrt(scale_chosel))
BECAUSE "The velocity scûle is equal to the square root of the length
scale because the domina¡rt lorce acting ou the ¡rodel is gravity. Therefo¡e,
the Froude Number must be the satrìe for the model and p¡ototype.,,;

RULE 8b

IF aspect<6
THEN space_display=3_dimensional

FIND space_model
BECAUSE " The aspect ratio determines \\,lìether ths boom stick acts two
dimensionally or three-dimensionally. If the aspect ratio is less than
6, then edge effects o¡r the sides of the l¡oom stick dominate and the
prototype l¡ehaves three-dime¡rsionally. If the aspect ratio is gre{ìte¡ than
6, th€n the prototype l¡ehaves trvo-dimensìonally. The aspect ratio dete¡nines
the length of the model to be used."l

RULE 8c

IF space_display=3_dimensional
THEN space_model=(space_betrveen_sticks/scale_chosen)

depth_ratio=(depth/hei ght_front_face)
FIND depth_flume;

RULE 8d

IF depth_ratio>=6
THEN depth_flune=O.7l4
BECAUSE "The de¡rth ¡atio is greater tha¡r 6, so there are no boundâry ef't'ects
caused by the flume floor. Therefo¡e, tl¡e depth of \\,ater caÌì be set to
maximum depth possible in the flume.";

RIILE 8e

lF depth ratio<6
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THEN depth_flume=(depth_ratio*frout_modcl)
BECAUSE "The depth ¡atio is less than 6 so the prototype is influenced by
the bottom of the florv section. Therefore, this ratio must be maintained in
the lab, Therefore, the depth of water in the flume is calculated based on
the height of the f¡ont face of the model,';

RULE 8d

IF aspect>=6
THEN space_display=2_dimensional

FIND space_model;

RULE 8e

lF space_display=2_di¡nensional
THEN space_model=notrequired

depth_ratio=(depth/treight_front_face)
FIND depth_f1ume;

RULE 8f

IF depth_ratio>=6
THEN depth_flume=0.714
BECAUSE "The d€pth ratio is greater than 6, so there are no boundary eft'ects
caused by the flume floor. Therefore, tlìe depth of water can be set to
maximum depth possible in the flume.',;

RULE 8g

IF depth_ratio<6
THEN depth_flume=(d€pth_ratio*front_nodel)
BECAUSE "The depth ratio is less than 6 so the prototype is influenced b¡,
the bottom of the tlow section. Theretb¡e, this ratio must be maintained in
the lab. The¡efore, the de¡rth of u,ater in the flume is calculated based on
the height of the front face of the nrodel,,;

RULE 9

IF subject_material= I
THEN subject=equipment

WHILEKNOWN equipmenr
CLS
DISPLAY " The follorving equipnìent is available to be used:

l) Velocity meter - { vslocit)'_meter}
2) Data Acquisition system - {darû_acquisition}
3) Pressure Transducers - {pressure_transducer}
4) Load Cell - {load_cell}
5) Visual Measurement D€vice - {video measure}

, 6) Visual Data Acquisition system - {video_analysis}

RESET lab_equipment
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RESET equiprnent
FIND equipment

END;

RULE I1

IF lab_equipment= I

THEN equipment=displayed
RESET velocit)'_descriptio¡ì
FIND velocity_description;

RULE 12

IF velocity_meter=propeller AND
data_acquisition=no

THEN velocity_description=pro¡reller_marual
CLS
SHOWTEXT c;\\,p\project\text\equipnrd,\'elocity_description:

RULE 13

IF velocity_meter=acoustic AND
data_acquisition:no

THEN velooity_descriptiou=acoustic_u¡ravailable
cLs
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\text\equipmd,r,elocitl'_description;

RULE 14

IF velocity_meter=acoustic AND
data_acquisition=yes

THEN velocity_description=acousric
cLs
SHOWTEXT c:Wp\project\text\equipmd,velocity_description;

RULE 15

IF velocity_meter=doppler_laser AND
da ta_acquisitiou=no

THEN velocity_description=doppler_unavailable
cLs
SHOWTEXT c:Wp\project\text\equipnrd,velocity_description;

RULE 16

IF velocity_rneter=doppler_laser AND
data_acquisition=¡,es

THEN velocity_descriprion=doppler
cLs
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SHOWTEXT c:\vp\p¡oject\text\equipmd,\'elociry_description;

RULE 17

lF velocity_meter=pitot_tube AND
data_acquisition=no AND
Pressu¡e_transducer=no

THEN velocity_description=pitot_nodata_nopressure
CLS
SHOWTEXT c:Wp\project\text\equipmd,velocity_description;

RULE 18

IF velocity_meter=pitot_tube AND
data_aoquisition=no AND
p¡essure_transducera/es

THEN veloaity_description=pitot_nodata_prçssure
cLs
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\text\equipnd,velocity_description;

RULE 19

lF velocity_meter=pitot_tube AND
data_acquisition=yes AND
Pressure_tra¡ìsducer=)¡es

THEN velocit¡,_description=pitot_data_pressure
cLs
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\p¡oject\text\equipmd,velocity_description;

RULE 20

lF velocity_meter=pitot_tube AND
data_acquisition=yes AND
ptessure_transducer=no

THEN velocity_description=pitot_data_¡topressure
cLs
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\p¡oject\text\equipnrd,r,elocity_description;

RULE 2 I

lF lab_equipment=2
THEN equipment=displa¡'ed
. RESET data_description

FIND data_description;

RULE 22

lF data_acquisition=no
THEN data_description=data_not_available
CLS
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\text\equipnd,data_description;
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RULE 23

IF data_aoquisition=yes
THEN data_description=data_availal.¡le

ÇLS
SHOWTEXT c:Wp\project\text\equipmddata_description;

RULF, 24

IF lab_equipment=3
THEN equiprnent=displa¡'ed

RESET pressure_descript jon

FIND pressure_descriptiol;

RULE 25

lF pressu¡e_transduc€r=no
THEN pressure_description=pressure_not_available
cLs
SHOVr'TEXT c:Wp\project\text\equipmd,pressure_description;

RULE 26

IF pressure_tra¡rsducar=yes
THEN pressure_description=pressu¡e
CLS
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\text\equipmd,pressure_description;

RULE 27

IF lab_equipnrent=4
TIIEN equipment=displayed

RESET load_cell_descrìption
FIND Ioad_cell_description;

RULE 28

lF load_cell=yes AND
data_acquisitiou=no

THEN load_cell_description=load_cell_manual
CLS
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\text\equipmd,load_cell_descriprion;

RULE 29

IF load_cell=yes AND
data_acquisition=yes

THEN load_cell_description=loadccll realtime
cLs
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SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\text\equipmd,load_cell_d€scription;

RULE 30

IF load_cell=no AND
data_acquisìtion=no OR
data_aoquisition=yes

THEN load_cell_description=load_cell_unavailable
CLS
SHOWTEXT c :\vp\project\text\equipmd,load_cell_description;

RULE 3 I

IF lab-equipment=5
THEN equipment=displayed

RESET video_¡neasure_description
Fl N D video_measure_descriptiou;

RULE 32

IF video_measure=camera
THEN video_measu¡e_description=video_camera
cLs
SHOWTEXT a:\vp\project\text\equipmd,video_measure_description;

RULE 33

lF video_measure:video_tape
THEN video_measure_description=video_tape
cLs
SHOWTEXT c:Wp\project\text\equipmd,video_measure_description;

RULE 34

IF lab_equipment=6
THEN equipment=displayed

RESET video_analysis_description
Ff ND video_anal¡ sis_descri¡rtion;

RULE 35

IF video_analysis=ph1'sical AND
video_nteasure=camera

THEN video_analysis_description=video_cantera_manual
CLS
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\text\equipmd,r,ideo_analysis_description;

RULE 36

lF video_analysis=computer AND
video neasure=came¡a
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THEN video_analysis_description=r'ideo_camera_cou'ìputer
CLS
SHOWTEXT c:\r'p\project\text\equipurd,r,ideo_analysis_description;

RUI,E 37

IF video_analysis=physical AND
video_measure=t,ideo_tape

THEN video_analysis_description=r,ideo_tape_manual
CLS
SHOWTEXT c:Wp\project\text\equiprnd,r,ideo_analysis_description;

RULE 38

IF video_analysis=computer AND
video_measure=video_tape

THEN video_analysis_description=r,ideo_tape_coûrputer
CLS
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\projecf.\text\equipnd,video_analysis_description;

RULE 39

IF subjeot_nraterial=2
THEN subject=test

WHILEKNOWN test_program
CLS
DISPLAY " The fbllorving tests ca¡r be iur¡rlemented:

RESET display testl
RESET displal,_test2
RESET display_test3
RESET display_test4
FIND display_test I

FIND display_test2
FIND display_test3
FIND displa),_test4
RESET test_p¡ocedur€
RESET testjrogram
FIND test_program

END;

RULE 40

IF testJrocedure=l
THEN test_program=displa¡,ed

RESET test I _descriptiou
FIND test l_description;

RULE 41

IF testl=average
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THEN test I _description=test I _a vcrage
cLs
SHOWTEXT c :Wp\proj€ot\text\testmd,test I _description;

RULE 42

IF testl=real_time
THEN test I _description=test I _r€al_tirns
cLs
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\text\testllld,test I _desaription;

RULE 43

IF test*procedure=2
THEN test_program=displayed

RESET test2_description
FIND test2_description;

RULE 44

lF test2=average
THEN test2_d€scription=test2_average
CLS
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\projcot\text\testmd,test2_description,

RULE 45

IF test2=real_time
THEN testz_description=test2_real_time
cLs
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\text\testmd,test2_descriptioni

RULE 46

IF test_procedure=3
THEN testjrogram=displa),ed

RESET test3_description
FIND test3_descriptior;

RULE 47

IF test3=average
THEN test3_description=test3_avcrage
cLs
SHOWTEXT c;Wp\project\text\testrnd,test3_description;

RULE 48

IF test3=real_time
THEN test3_description=test3_real_time
cLs
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\proj€ct\text\testmd,test3_desoription;

RULE 49
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IF test_procedure=4
THEN testjrogram=displayed

RESET test4_description
FIND test4_description;

RULE 50

lF test4=ave¡age
THEN test4_dcscription=test4 jrocedure
cLs
SHOWTEXT c r\vp\project\text\testmd,test4_d€scription;

RULE 5 I

IF subject_material=3
THEN subject=construction
WHILEKNOWN construction_queÐ,
cLs
DISPLAY '
This is the Construction and Installation portion of the knorvledge base.
The purpose of this portion of the knorvledge base is to quide you in the
const¡uction and installatiorl of your ice boo¡rr model, you have a choice of
one of the follorving subjectst

I) CONSTRUCTION OF MODEL 2) INSTALLATION OF MODEL

RESET coÌìstruction_query
RESET construction_description
FIND constructio¡ì_query

END;

RULE 52

IF construction_d€scri¡rtion=construction
THEN constructioD_query=yes
cLs
DISPLAY" The size of the model to be constructed and the associated scale
facto¡s a¡e as follou's:

length = { lengrh_model} m.
rvidth = {rvidth_rnodel} n.

height of f¡ont face = {front_model} n.
height of back face = {back_tàce} m.

rveight = {display_nrflss} kg.
thickness of plexiglass = {display_rhick} m.

length scale = {scale_chosen}
velocity scale = {velocit)'_scale}

space bet$'een ice boom n¡odels = {space_model}
depth of water in flu¡ne = {d€pth_flume) m.

FIND construction_file;

RULE 53
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IF anchor_type=l
THEN construction_file=main_cable
ÇLS
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\text\constmd, construction_file;

RULE 54

IF co¡rstruction_description=instû llatiol
THEN construction_query=yes

FIND installation_file_page I ;

RULE 55

IF aspect>=6 AND
anchor_type=l

THEN installation_file_pagel=2_dimensional_main_pagel
cLs
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\text\instalnd, installation_file_page I

FIND installatio¡r_file_page2;
RULE 56

IF aspect>=6 AND
anchor_type=l

THEN installation_file_page2=yes
CLROFF' 
CALL c:\sketch\sketch,"icemain"
installation_file_page3=2_dimensional_main_page3

SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\text\inslalmd, insrallation_file_page3;

RULE 57

IF aspect>=6 AND
anchor_type=2

THEN installation_file_pagel=2_dimensional_series3agel
CLS
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\t€xt\instal¡nd, insrallation_file3age I

FIND installation_file_page2;

RULE 58

IF aspeot>=6 AND
anchor_type=2

THEN installa tion_file_page2=yes
CLROFF
CALL o;\sketch\sketch,"ioeseris,'
installation_file_page3=2_dimensio¡ral_seriesjage3

SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\text\insralmd, installation_file_page3;

RULE 59

lF aDcl'ìor_type=2
THEN construction_file=co¡rnected_series
cLs
SHOWTEXT a:Wp\proj€ct\text\co¡rstmd, conslruction_file;
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RULE 60

lF asp€ct<6 AND
anchor_type= I

THEN installation_file_pagel=3_dimcnsional_nrain_pagel
cLs
SHOWTEXT o:\vp\projeot\text\instalmd, installation_file_page I

FIND installation_file_page2;
RULE 56

IF aspect<6 AND
. anchor_type=l
THEN installation_file_page2=yes

CLROFF
CALL c:\sketch\sketch,"ice¡rrain"
installatiou_file_page3=3_dimensional_main_page3

SHOWTEXT c:\\,p\project\text\instfl lnld, installario¡r_file_page3 ;

RULE 57

IF aspect<6 AND
anchor_type=2

THEN installation_file_pagel=3_dimensional_series3agel
cLs
SHOWTEXT c:\vp\project\text\instalmd, installation_file_pagel

FIND i¡stallation_file_page2;

RULE 58

IF aspect>=6 AND
anohor_type=2

THEN installation_file3age2=yes
CLROFF

. CALL c:\sketch\sketch,"icese¡is"
installation_file3age3=3_dimensional_series_page3

SHOWTEXT c:Wp\project\text\instalnrd, iùstallation_file3age3;

ASK subject_material: " Which subject u,ould you like to inquire about?

CFIOICES subject_nraterial : l,2,3,QUIT;
ASK lab_equiprnent : "Which piece of equipneut do you want to knou,about?,,;
CHOICES lab_equipment: 1,2,3,4,5,6,quit;
ASK equipment_description: "

Do you lvant a description of any equipment in the lab?,';
CHOICES equipment_description : yes,no;
ASK testJrrocedure; "

Which testing program do ),ou $,ant to knorv about?. Enter number corresponding
to test program displayed or type 0 to quit
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ASK construction-description : "What subJ€ct do you require information on,,;
CHOICES co¡rstructioÌ¡_description: CONSTRUCTTON, INSTALLATION, eUIT;

F'ORTRAN PROGRÁ.M SCALE 2.EXE

THIS PROGRAM WILL CALCULATE THE SCALE FOR THE ICE BOOM STICK
MODEL BASED ON THE PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL AND
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS OF THE LAB,

c
c
c
c
c

REAL LENGTH, WIDTH, DEPTH, VEL, HFF, HBF, SPACE,
+DEPTHB, VELMAX, SCALEV, SCALEH, SCALE, ASPECT

c
C READING THE FILE PRODUCED FROM EXPERT SYSTEMS
c

OPEN( l, FILE='c:\vp\project\text\DIMEN')
OPEN(2, FILE='crWp\p¡oject\text\SCALE')

c
C READING THE FILE
c

Do I I N=1,7
IF(N,EQ.I) THEN

READ(I,*) LENGTH
END IF
rF (N.EQ.2) 1'HEN

READ(I,*) WIDTH
END IF
IF (NI.EQ,3) THEN

READ(I,*) DEPTH
END IF
rF (ì{.EQ.4) THEN

READ(1,*) VEL
END IF
IF (N.EQ.s) THEN

READ(I,I) HFF
END IF
IF G{.8Q,6) THEN

READ(I,+) HBF
END IF
IF (N,EQ.7) THEN

READ(I,+) SPACE
END IF

I1 CONTINUE

C CALCULATING SCALE
c

DEPTHB=DEPTH/HFF
VELMAX=0.144
DEPMAX=0.762
ASPECT=LENGTH/WIDTH
WIDTHF=O.914
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c
C ICE BOOM STICK IS TWO DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM IF ASPECT GREATER THAN 6
c

IF (ASPECT .GE, 6) THEN
SCALEV=(VEL/VELMAX)* *2
IF @EPTHB .GT, 10) THEN' SCALEH= l0*HFF/DEPMAX

DEPTHB= l0
ELSE

SCALEH=DEPTHB *HFF/DEPMAX

END IF
IF (SCALEH .GT. SCALEV) THEN

SCALE:SCALEH
ELSE

SCALE=SCALEV
END IF
IF (SCALE ,GT. IO) THEN

tF (scALEV .cT. SCALEII) THEN
SCALEV=SCALEH
VELMAX=0.5/SCALEV*'r0.5
DEPMAX=0. I /(0,9 I 4* VELMAX)
SCALEH=DEPTHB +HFF/DEPMAX

ELSE
SCALEH=SCALEV
DEPMAX=DEPTHB *HFF/SCALEH

VELMAX=O. I /(0.9 I 4TDEPMAX)
SCALEV=(VEL/VELMAX)* *2

END IF
, IF (SCALEH.GT. SCALEV) THEN

SCALE=SCALEH
ELSE

SCALE=SCALEV
END IF

END IF
END IF

c
C TWO DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM
c

IF (ASPECT .LT, 6) THEN
SCALEV=(VEL/VELMAX;* +2

SCALEW=(LENGTH+SPACEyWIDTHF
IF (DEPTHB ,GT. IO) THEN

SCALEH= l0*HFF/DEPMAX
DEPTHB=10

ELSE
SCALEH=DEPTHB *HFF/DEPMAX

END IF
IF (SCALEH .GT. SCALEV) THEN

SCALE=SCALEH
ELSE

. SCALE=SCALEV
END IF
IF (SCALEW .GT. SCALE) THEN

SCALE=SCALEW
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END IF
IF (SCALE .GT. l0) THEN

IF (SCALEV .GT, SCALEW) THEN
IF (SCALEW ,GT. SCALEH) THEN

SCALEV=SCALEW
VELMAX=0.5/SCALEV+ *0.5

DEPMAX=0. l/(WIDTHF* VELMAX)
SCALEH=DEPTHB * HFF/DEPMAX

ELSE
SCALEV=SCALEH
VELMAX=0.5/SCALEV* +0,5

DEPMAX=0. I /(WIDTHF¡'VELMAX)
SCALEH=DEPTHB * HFF/DEPMAX

END IF
END IF
IF (SCALEH ,GT. SCALEW) THEN

IF (SCALEW .GT. SCALEV) THEN
SCALEH=SCALEW
DEPMAX=DEPTHB*HFF/SCALEH
SCALEV=0. I /(WIDTI-IF*DEPMAX)

ELSE
SCALEH=SCALEV
DEPMAX=DEPTIIB *IJFF/SCALEH

SCALEV=0. I /(WIDTHF*DEPMAX)
END IF

END IF
IF (SCALEW .GT, SCALEH) THEN

IF (SCALEH ,GT, SCALEV) THEN
SCALEW=ScALEH
VELMAX=VEL/SCALEW* *0.5

DEPMAX=0. I /(WIDTHF*VELMAX)
SCALEH=DEPTFIB *HFF/DEPMAX

ELSE
SCALEW=SCALEV
VELMAX=VEL/SCALEW* *0.5

DEPMAX=0. I /(WIDTIJF* VELMAX)
SCALEH=DEPTHB*HFF/DEPMAX

END IF
END IF
IF (SCALEH .GT. SCALEV) THEN

SCALE=SCALEH
ELSE

SCALE=SCALEV
END IF
IF (SCALEW .GT. SCALE) THEN

SCALE=SCALEW
END IF

END IF
END IF
WRITE (2,7) SCALE

7 FORMAT(F6.2)
END
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c
c
c
c

F'ORTRAN PROGRAM IY EIG HT. EX E

THIS PROGRAM WILL CALCULATE 'THE WEIGHT OF THE MODEL BASED ON THE
SCALE CHOSEN, THE WEIGHT OF THE PROTOTYPE AND THE ASPECT RATIO,

REAL LENGTH, Vr'IDTH, DEPTH, VEL, HFF, HBF, SPACE, SCALE, THICK,
+ MASSM, MASMOD, MASPRO

READING THE FILES PRODUCED FROM THE EXPERT SYSTEM

OPEN( l, FILE='o:\vp\project\text\DIMEN')
OPEN(2, FILE='c:\r,p\project\tcxt\SCALEM')
OPEN(3, FILE='c:\vp\project\text\PLEX')
OPEN(4, FILE='c:\i,p\project\text\WEICHT,)

c
c
c

DO 1 I N=1,7
rF (r'{ .EQ. l) THEN

READ(I,*) LENGTH
END IF
rF (¡{ .EQ. 2) THEN

READ(I,*) WIDTH
END IF
IF (NI ,EQ. 3) THEN

READ(I,*) DEPTH
END IF
rF (N .EQ. 4) rHEN

READ( l,*) VEL
END IF
IF (N .EQ. 5) THEN

READ(1,+) HFF
END IF
rF (t{ .EQ. 6) THEN

READ(I,*) HBF
END IF
IF G.I .EQ. 7) THEN

READ(I,*) SPACE
END IF

Il CONTINUE
DO 12 M=I,2
IF (M .EQ, I) THEN

READ(2,È) SCALE
END IF
IF (M ,EQ. 2) TIIEN

READ(2,+) MASPRO
END IF

I2 CONTINUE

CALCULATING ASPECT RATIO

ASPECT=LENGTH/WIDTH

c
C
C
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C TESTING ASPECT RATIO TO SEE IF ICE BOOM STICK IS 2 OR 3 DIMENSIONAL
c

THICK=0.00635/2
rF (ASPECT .cE, 6) THEN

MASMOD=MASPRO/LENGTH*0.9 I 4/SCALE* *2
1 0 MASSM=o.9 I 4* I I 85. I 5 * (WIDTH/SCALE*THICK+((HFF-HBFySCALE)* * Z ++ (WIDTH/SCALE)**2),¡*.5*THICK+(HBF/SCALE-2*THICK)*THICK +
+ (HFF/SCALE-2+THICK)*THICK)+(2*(WIDTH/SCAIE-2*THTCK)*
+ ((HFF/SCALE-2*THTCK)+(HBF/SCALE-2 +THTCK)/2))* I 185. l5 *
+ THICK

IF (MASSM ,LT, MASMOD) THEN
THIcK=THICK+0.00635/2
GOTO l0

END IF
IF (MASSM .GT. MASMOD) THEN

THICK=THICK-0.00635/2
MASSM=0.914* I I85. l5 +(WIDTH/SCALE*THICK+((HFF-HBF)/SCALE)+ r2 +

+ (WIDTH/SCALE)**2)**.5*THICK+(HBF/SCALE-2*THICK)*THICK+
+ (HFF/SCALE-2*THtCK)*THICK)+(2*(WIDTH/SCALE-2*THICK)*
+ (HFF/SCALE-2*THICK)+(HBF/SCALE-2*THICK)/2)*1185.15*
+ THICK

END IF
ELSE

MASMOD=MASPRO/SCALE* *3

20 MASSM=LENGTH+ I I 85. I 5 *(WIDTH/SCALE*THICK+((HFF-HBFySCALE;+ *2 *
+ (WIDTH/SCALE¡*+2¡**.5*1¡IICK+(IIBF/SCALE-2+THICK)'TTHICK +
+ (HFF/SCALE-2*THICK)*THICK)+(2'(WIDTH/SCALE_2*THICK)+
+ (HFF/SCALE-2*THICK)+(FIBF/SCALE-2*THICK)/2)* n85. 1 5*
+ THICK. IF (MASSM .LT. MASMOD) THEN

THICK=THICK+0.00635/2
GOTO 20

END IF
END IF
DO 5 P=l,2
IF (P ,EQ. I) THEN

v/RrTE (3,7) THICK
END IF
IF (P ,EQ. 2) THEN

WRITE (4,7) MASSM
END IF

7 FORMAT (F6.4)
5 CONTINUE

END

Due to the size of the indexed test files, they u,ill not be included in the appendices. Refer to

the files on disk to vierv them.

Sample Executions

Here is a listing of inputs for a sample executiorì of the system.
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Length of model : l0 m.
Width of model = 1.0 m.
Depth of water : 50 m.
Velocity of water = 0.5 m/s.
Height of front face of boom stick : 0.1 m.
Height of back face of boom stick = 0.05 m.
space between boom sticks = 1.5 m.

To change the testing program, edit the spreadsheet file equip,wks. Here is a

list of options for each type of equipment.

Velocity Data l¡ad Cell Video Video
Metel Acquisition Measure Analysis

yes
propeller ycs ¡ro canlera physical
pitot-tube no video_tape coÁputer
acoustic

doppler_laser
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